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Abstract
This thesis presents two works with the shared goal of improving the capacity of multia-
gent trust modeling to be applied to social networks. The first demonstrates how analyzing
the responses to content on a discussion forum can be used to detect certain types of un-
desirable behaviour. This technique can be used to extract quantified representations of
the impact agents are having on the community, a critical component for trust modeling.
The second work expands on the technique of multi-faceted trust modeling, determining
whether a clustering step designed to group agents by similarity can improve the perfor-
mance of trust link predictors. Specifically, we hypothesize that learning a distinct model
for each cluster of similar users will result in more personalized, and therefore more accu-
rate, predictions.
Online social networks have exploded in popularity over the course of the last decade,
becoming a central source of information and entertainment for millions of users. This
radical democratization of the flow of information, while purporting many benefits, also
raises a raft of new issues. These networks have proven to be a potent medium for the
spread of misinformation and rumors, may contribute to the radicalization of communities,
and are vulnerable to deliberate manipulation by bad actors.
In this thesis, our primary aim is to examine content recommendation on social media
through the lens of trust modeling. The central supposition along this path is that the
behaviors of content creators and the consumers of their content can be fit into the trust
modeling framework, supporting recommendations of content from creators who not only
are popular, but have the support of trustworthy users and are trustworthy themselves.
This research direction shows promise for tackling many of the issues we’ve mentioned.
Our works show that a machine learning model can predict certain types of anti-social
behaviour in a discussion starting comment solely on the basis of analyzing replies to that
comment with accuracy in the range of 70% to 80%. Further, we show that a clustering
based approach to personalization for multi-faceted trust models can increase accuracy on
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Online sources of information are increasingly relied upon by many. According to yearly
studies by the Pew research center, the percentage of American adults using the inter-
net has jumped from 52% in 2000 to 90% in 2019 [11]. In addition to the established
institutions that have made the jump from paper and TV to the web, many new blogs,
content aggregators, and social networks have become a vital source in the information
diet: up to 62% of American adults rely on information shared through social media for
their news [58]. A study conducted in the wake of the 2016 American election found that,
among American voters, Facebook ranked as the third most relied upon source for news
about the election (after Fox News and CNN), far outranking local TV and newspapers
and many national stations [29]. It is clear that the power to influence and inform has
shifted drastically away from traditional institutions and into the hands of individuals.
While this democratization of information and influence may strike one as appealing,
there are reasons to be concerned about this new paradigm. According to Facebook,
throughout the 2016 American election thousands of ads designed to incite panic over gun
rights and LBGTQ rights were purchased by accounts believed to be funded by the Russian
government, some of them specifically targeting voters in swing districts [75]. Also in 2016,
a heavily armed man broke into a neighborhood pizza parlor during business hours and
fired shots after having become convinced by an online conspiracy popular on Twitter that
the basement of the restaurant was used by the Clintons and other Washington elite to
murder and rape children [24]. In a 2019 report, the Southern Poverty Law Center has
stated that the ability to propagate hateful rumors and rhetoric online is a key factor in
the 30% increase in the number of hate crimes reported per year in America since 2014
[74].
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As can be seen from the above examples, the radically open information space online
allows equal opportunity to foreign government propaganda, paranoid conspiracies, un-
substantiated rumors, and hateful rhetoric1. The “top-down” flow of information, where
professionals working in reputable institutions provide advice to a few large media compa-
nies which then distribute it through well-known channels, has lost much of its relevance
in the web era. Now, a “bottom-up” system has a large sway: individuals mixing opinion,
fact and style jockey for relevance in a complex network of connections, where the most en-
tertaining, provocative and attractive often win the most attention. Unfortunately, much
of this information (especially that related to the examples we gave above) must be consid-
ered untrustworthy: that is, information which misleads, incites, and manipulates, which
does not represent the truth, and is not helpful to the lives of the people who read it.
1.1 Why Recommendation?
One way to address the existence of untrustworthy information online is to deploy message
recommender systems. Rather than showing users a random sampling or chronologically
ordered list of the content that has been added to the network since their last visit, arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) systems can be designed to reason about which messages should be
shown to which users. There are a wealth of possible approaches to this problem. These
systems can focus on the content of messages, using black-lists, natural language process-
ing and image recognition to detect unwanted or disturbing content. They can model the
reputations of content creators (the authors of messages and tweets), finding patterns and
determining which authors have a history of pushing untrustworthy content into the net-
work. Another approach is to focus the view on the network as a whole, noticing messages
that are spreading quickly, or information that appears to be being spread in a manner
which suggests coordination and subjecting it to further scrutiny. Alternatively, these sys-
tems could focus entirely on the preferences of content consumers, recognizing patterns in
the reactions to content among the consumers and recommending messages which appear
likely to fit into the model of a user’s preferences.
Even if untrustworthy content was not an issue, one would still have to contend with the
massive glut of information submitted to these networks on a daily basis. There is simply
far more information being posted on social networks than any individual can hope to keep
up with. Therefore, some system for filtering or ranking information is necessary in order
1And these are only the types of content which are allowed - online stalking, revenge porn, harassment
and bullying all exist in a legal gray-area internationally, while other types of blatantly illegal and harmful
activities are also facilitated by the internet.
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to preserve a modicum of utility of the users of these services. As networks have grown in
popularity, many have had to switch away from a chronological ranking of messages (e.g.
simply showing information in the order in which it was created), and now deploy complex
ranking and user modeling approaches in order to offer a personalized peephole view into
the activity of the network2.
Therefore, either to combat untrustworthy information or to cut through the massive
amounts of information, some sort of message recommendation (alternatively but equiva-
lently: filtering, ranking, suggesting) must occur. In this thesis, we take as inspiration the
former cause, but both are indeed relevant.
1.2 Why Trust Modeling?
So far we have argued three points: 1) online social networks are a useful and growing
tool for accessing and sharing information 2) however, this tool is vulnerable to a host
of novel threats, jeopardizing the trustworthiness of information shared though it and 3)
message recommendation (i.e. content filtering) is a necessary tool to combat information
overload, and a useful one for dealing with untrustworthy information. Finally, we argue
that trust modeling of content creators (i.e. message authors) is a useful direction for the
enhancement of message recommendation systems.
One reason a trust modeling approach is attractive is to deal with the number of sources
of information (individual authors) that are active in social networks. A key difference
between the growing online social information sphere and the traditional institutionally
driven information sources is the number of voices. Online, there are literally billions of
potential “sources” of information, corresponding to all the users of a network, a clear
problem when every voice is given roughly equal opportunity to capture attention in a
social network. It would be obviously useful for a message recommendation system to have
a model of which sources of information are trustworthy or not. A trust modeling approach
can provide this model. Under a trust modeling approach, we model attributes of each
of these sources, as well as examining their histories of observable behaviour, and make
predictions about which sources will be trustworthy in the future.
Another reason is that the trust modeling approach is highly flexible. Modern trust
models (which we will introduce in Section 2.2.2) can integrate arbitrarily many different
forms of evidence into their modeling, including evidence based on content, interaction
2For example, Twitter disabled chronological ordering of tweets in 2016, and only recently re-enabled
this feature on an opt-in basis.
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behaviour, and network based views. Relevance of evidence can be learned in a data
driven way, and personalized for individuals and groups.
Finally, there is already evidence that this approach is effective. Recent work has shown
that recommender systems enhanced with the predictions of a trust model can outperform
recommender systems that lack this enhancement [68, 22]. This is true in both message
and item recommendation tasks.
1.3 Applying Trust Models to Social Networks
There are many challenges that exist in applying trust models to social networks. In this
thesis we will highlight two of them, and report on projects designed to alleviate these
difficulties.
1. It is difficult to quantify the outcomes of interactions between agents on social net-
works.
2. Personalized predictions of trust are important yet difficult to achieve.
The first problem is relevant because, as we will show in the next chapter, reasoning
about whether an interaction between agents was beneficial to the agent(s) that has ac-
cepted risk for the interaction is a critical component of a trust model. This is easier to do
in e-marketplaces, where the main interaction of interest is transactions and a large amount
of evidence about the quality of the transaction is available (including user reviews and
statistics about returns, complaints, charge backs and shipping). On a discussion based
social network, we are interested in how an agent’s behaviour affects the other agents in
the network. For instance, we would like to know whether or not an agent has started
a good discussion (e.g. one that illuminates, produces joy, educates) or a bad discussion
(e.g. one that devolves into angry arguments, misinforms, or provokes). Quantifying these
outcomes, when all the actions and feedback to actions is expressed in natural language,
is a difficult task. In Chapter 3, we propose and evaluate an approach for quantifying the
outcome of an agent’s decision to start a discussion. We do this by predicting whether a
discussion-starting comment contains anti-social behaviour by examining the reactions to
that comment.
The second problem is relevant because, as we will argue in the next Chapter, the
concept of trust must be regarded as fundamentally subjective. The giving of trust from
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one agent to another implies that the giver is willing to take on some amount of risk in their
interactions with the receiver - this willingness is based on a myriad of personal factors
(including the giver’s sensitivity to risk). Therefore, when models of trust formulation
are designed, it is important to include an aspect of personalization. A “one size fits all”
approach to trust prediction, where a single model of trust formulation is applied to all
agents in a network, is essentially ignoring the fact that trust is subjective. In Chapter
4, we experiment with incrementally personalizing a multi-faceted trust model. We do
this by adding an unsupervised clustering step before trust formulation models are fit,
and learning a distinct model for each cluster of users. This approach allows groups of
similar users, who potentially express trust in similar ways, to have a model fit for their
community, rather than receiving trust predictions that have been smoothed out to apply
well to the entire population of the network.
1.4 A Note On Structure
This thesis is organized into four main chapters.
In Chapter 2, we will give a full treatment of the concepts of trust and trust model-
ing, including a description of a syntax to reference the various important concepts in a
multiagent system with respect to trust. We will also survey a number of influential and
important trust models, and provide descriptions of the main machine learning techniques
used in the following chapters. In Chapters 3 and 4 we will describe the projects we have
undertaken with the goal of alleviating the difficulties we have outlined with respect to
applying trust models to social networks3. These chapters form the main body of the
thesis. In Chapter 5, we discuss the value of our particular models. First, we describe one
existing solution that inspired us to design our novel directions for applying multiagent
trust modeling towards the improvement of social networks. We then compare our work to
various approaches of other researchers, and conclude with a philosophical discussion about
three outstanding concerns in the trust modeling and message recommendation research
areas. Finally, in the Conclusion, we will summarize our works and propose a number of
new directions for future work.
This thesis also contains a number of appendices. Appendix A contains extended
definitions of multiple “trust-like” concepts that are often confused. Appendix B contains
a list of interesting comments from a Reddit data set which our solution indicated were
highly likely to contain hateful speech. Appendix C explains our methods for reducing the
3Preliminary versions of these works appear in [55, 56].
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computational cost of predicting trust in a potentially fully connected network. Appendix




This chapter describes background information necessary to understand the works that we
present in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. First, we broadly describe the field of multiagent
systems then move into a description of trust modeling. In particular, we describe trust
modeling in multiple steps, first in the abstract, then through a summary of previously in-
fluential models, and ending with a comparison and contrast with the field of recommender
systems. Finally, we describe, in brief, a number of machine learning based concepts used
in the works.
2.1 Multiagent Systems
This thesis primarily concerns trust modeling, which must be considered as a subfield under
the field of multiagent systems (MAS). A MAS is a set of intelligent entities (agents) who
are connected [82]. This means agents may observe their environment and act rationally
in response to their environment in ways which may be observable to the other agents.
Agents may be humans, intelligent software, or human-software teams. These agents may
be attempting to cooperate, or they may be in competition with each other. Under the
former case, problems of coordination and balancing of individual and group goals become
paramount. Under the latter case, game theory and modeling of the other agent’s goals
and behaviour become important.
In this thesis, we are concerned with modeling online social networks as multiagent
systems. Social networks may be seen as existing in between the extremes outlined above:
human and independent software agents co-mingle, and cooperation and competition exist
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in parallel. Trust modeling can be seen as a process that agents perform when tasked with
enhancing human decision making in this environment. They do so by processing more
data than the human agent can, and making recommendations about which other agents
in the network are trustworthy for future interactions.
2.2 Trust Modeling
Here we describe trust modeling at a high level, then provide a rigorous syntax for referring
to the different elements of a trust model, then redefine the high level goals in terms of the
syntax (which will be used throughout this document).
As we’ve stated, trust modeling is a subfield in the field of multiagent systems. Broadly,
trust models process the behavior of connected agents in an environment with the goal of
predicting directed trustworthiness between pairs of agents. Trustworthiness can be based
on implicit factors (e.g. the goals and preferences of the two agents appear to be aligned)
or explicit ones (e.g. one agent has produced explicit feedback indicating that they trust
the other). Typically, trust models can be thought of as collecting data about the explicit
behaviors and relationships in a multiagent system in order to identity cases where implicit
trustworthiness exists. Phrased differently, the trust model seeks to recommend agents who
ought to be trustworthy to a user/agent who is seeking an agent to interact with.
The growth of trust modeling as a research field has largely coincided with the growing
popularity of the world wide web [60]. As the number and size of online multiagent
environments have grown, so too has the need for methods to predict the trustworthiness of
the vast numbers of semi-anonymous agents in these environments. A domain of particular
interest, especially for early trust models, was e-commerce platforms, similar in description
to eBay and Amazon. The situation where an anxious buyer must choose between a large
number of opaque vendors has inspired a number of models [38, 77, 87, 14]. More recent
application domains include autonomous vehicle networks [13] and social networks [68, 12].
The high level description above poses a number of questions, chief among them: what
exactly do we mean by trustworthiness? While we acknowledge the pioneering work of
Castelfranchi and Falcone in framing a definition for multiagent trust [10], we will adopt
the cross-domain definition of trust presented in Cho et al. [14].
Trust is the willingness of the [truster] (evaluator) to take risks based on a
subjective belief that a trustee (evaluatee) will exhibit reliable behavior to
maximize the [truster’s] interest under uncertainty (e.g., ambiguity due to con-
flicting evidence and/or ignorance caused by complete lack of evidence) of a
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given situation based on the cognitive assessment of past experience with the
trustee.
Thus, we define “trustworthiness” as the quality of being worthy of trust, as defined above.
That is, an entity is trustworthy when a subjective assessment of that entity’s qualities and
behaviors indicate that the expected benefits of interacting with that entity outweigh the
risks of the interaction in question. There is often confusion between the notions of trust
and other desirable qualities in an agent. To clarify our position and differentiate these
concepts, we have included a brief discussion contrasting the notions of trust, popularity,
reputation and credibility in Appendix A.
Here, we introduce a grammar to more accurately describe the situation through the
particular lens of multiagent systems, and restate our goal of predicting trustworthiness
using this syntax. All variables introduced in this section are also available for reference
in the symbol list (Appendix D).
Let A be the set of connected agents in an environment. Agents are assumed to have
private goals which may be in conflict. These goals may not be known, but agents have
observable behavior and attributes.
The observable attributes of an agent are dependent on the specifics of the environment
agents are interacting in. We will define a set of functions for referring to domain specific
attributes of agents as these domains are defined. For example, if an agent ai ∈ A has 3
friends in a social network, we may write friendCount(ai) = 3.
The semantics of trust relationships among humans implies that trust is asymmetric1[9].
Thus, it is necessary to unambiguously refer to both ends of the trust relationship. We use
the terms “truster”2 and “trustee” to refer to the giver and receiver of trust respectively.
That is, if ai trusts their auto mechanic aj, then ai is a truster and aj is a trustee. When
we wish to emphasize that an agent, a, is acting as a truster, we will use the syntax
⇀
a .
Accordingly, we will use the syntax
↼
a to emphasize an agent’s role as a trustee. The
direction of the arrows above the variable combined with left-to-right reading of text is
intended to illustrate the direction trust is flowing, either out of the agent (
⇀




The trust model is primarily concerned with interactions between agents. We refer
to these interactions as “events”. An event can be represented as an ordered tuple that
contains one or more agents, a context, and an outcome.
e = 〈a1, a2, ...an, c, o〉
1More will be said about the semantics of trust relationships in Section 2.2.3.
2Sometimes spelled “trustor”, e.g. in [14] and [10].
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An event encapsulates all details of an interaction between agents which are relevant to




ak, PURCHASED:CAMERA, 2/5〉. This event may
describe the interaction in which
⇀
aj purchased a camera from
↼
ak, and recorded their sat-
isfaction with the transaction as two out of five possible stars. Alternatively, consider
e2 = 〈aj, COMMENT,−3〉, which may describe the situation where aj posted a public com-
ment, which received 3 more reactions of disapproval than approval. Specifying only one
active agent, aj, in e2 is shorthand for an event where all other agents in A are capable of
taking part in the event, or where the set of other agents who participated in the event is
unknown or unimportant.
We use the functions out(e) and con(e) to refer to the context and outcome of events.





te(e) to refer to them, respectively. When a context or an
outcome is a nested structure with multiple members, we will use the “dot” notation
common in programming languages to navigate this structure. For example, if an event
context describing a transaction consists of a time, a product type and a price, we will use,
for example, con(e).price to refer to the price.
It is clear that the concrete definitions of the space of contexts and outcomes are once
again dependent on the domain in which the model is intended to be deployed, and the
examples given above are merely illustrative. However, the event structure outlines a
number of important properties of trust models. For one, it emphasizes that trust models
are employed in examining previous behavior of agents in order to predict likely future
behavior, that is, there is an assumption that agents are acting rationally with respect
to some goal and that useful patterns can be extracted from their behavior. Second, it
underlines the fact that the outcome of interactions is a critical element for trust models
(emphasized importantly in [71]). It is necessary to know whether a truster was helped or
harmed by their interaction with a trustee in order to judge whether the trustee ought to
be considered worthy of future trust. Finally, the event structure makes clear the context-
bound nature of trust. It is incorrect to assert that because an agent is a trusted mechanic,
then they must also be a trusted babysitter. Clearly defining and considering the context(s)
of trust that are relevant in an application domain is an important aspect of defining a
trust model3.
As most trust models are typically computed at a fixed point in time, the total set of
known events up to the point the model is computed can be referred to as E.
Above, we stated that a trust model “seeks to recommend agents who ought to be
3While this contextual nature of trust has been asserted previously [37], practical systems for dealing
with multiple contexts are an active research area [83, 1].
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trustworthy to a user/agent who is seeking an agent to interact with”, and admitted that
this was vague. We can now be more specific. A trust model models a distribution
over agents, contexts and outcomes, PA,E, which is derived from the set of known agents
(including their attributes) and previous events. When a truster,
⇀
ai wishes to engage in
some kind of future interaction with context c that requires the participation of another
agent,
↼
aj, (e.g. making a purchase, accepting a news article recommendation), the trust
model recommends an agent with a high probability that the ensuing event will have a






for all relevant trustees, and recommends the agent or agents who are most likely to produce
a positive outcome for the truster. For a trust model, an agent
↼
ai is trustworthy for
⇀
aj
under context c if Equation 2.1 is high. If we imagine that trustworthiness is measured on











where the T function stands for “trustworthiness”. A trust model is working well when
the predictions of the distribution it derives, PA,E, are often correct. That is, when good
outcomes are predicted for future events, those events tend to have good outcomes when/if
they actually occur.
Here again, we have left the exact specifications of the outcome and context elements of
an event vague. We have merely insinuated that some outcomes can be regarded as more
desirable than others (i.e. “good” outcomes). We propose that this assumption holds in
situations where trust modeling is useful (otherwise, if all outcomes were equally desirable,
why bother recommending any particular agent over another?). Equation 2.1 is based upon
a binary event outcome. Of course, as we’ve argued that the definition of event outcomes
will vary based on implementation domain, it is worth considering how the equation must
change if outcomes are non-binary (e.g. a 5-star scale) or even continuous. Here we can
simply point out that, so long as outcomes are ordered with respect to desirability, it
suffices to instead maximize the expected outcome of the above equation. Thus, a more










where O is the random variable corresponding to event outcome and EPA,E is the expec-
tation with respect to PA,E. Once again, the implication is that the most trustworthy
trustee is the agent that maximizes the T function. Note, Equation 2.3 bears a good deal
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of similarity to the solution developed in the Beta Reputation System [38], which we will
discuss below.
While not all trust models motivate their methodology in terms of the probabilistic
approach implied by here, we propose that this framework is largely accurate for describing
the high level goals of the trust modeling field. In the next subsection, we will provide an
overview of some influential trust models and state their goals in terms of this framework.
It must be noted that an important quality of a trust model is that it produces novel
recommendations. Specifically, it does not suffice to simply recommend that agents interact
with only the other agents for which they have already explicitly stated their trust. A trust
model can be compared, at a high level, to a recommender system (e.g. like the systems
Amazon uses to recommend new items to purchase) that recommends agents rather than
content4. Specifically, it is important that a trust model can help trustees to discover new
agents to interact with profitably and steer them away from interaction partners who might
harm them.
As prediction of directed trust among members of an online community is closely related
to the field of social network link prediction [27], we will use the term “trust link” to describe
the case when a relationship of trust is either (explicitly) stated or (implicitly) predicted
between agents. In certain domains, the asymmetry of trust relationships is ignored, and
all valid trust relationships are considered to be mutual (e.g. when the mutual friend
relationship on a social network is taken to constitute a trust relationship). In these cases,
the term trust link is quite natural.
2.2.1 Some influential trust models
In this section, we provide an overview of three influential trust models, describing their
basic functioning, and showing how their operations fit into the syntax we have described
above.
The Beta Reputation System (BRS)
The BRS, developed by Jøsang and Ismail [38], is an early and influential trust model
targeted at e-marketplaces. BRS uses the beta probability distribution (Equation 2.4) to
4We have more to say about the similarities and differences between trust models and recommender
systems in Section 2.2.3.
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model expected outcome of future events based on historical outcomes. The probability










This function is used to represent the “reputation” (i.e. trustworthiness) of an agent.
Specifically, let ri and si be the respective sums of reports of positive and negative experi-
ences with agent ai from other agents in A. Then, under (simplified) BRS, ai’s reputation
(trustworthiness) is:
φ(ri, si) = E[B(ri + 1, si + 1)] (2.6)
Note that the expectation of a beta distribution can be easily calculated, therefore:
φ(ri, si) = E[B(ri + 1, si + 1)] =
ri + 1
ri + si + 2
(2.7)
The value of φ(ri, si) is interpreted as the probability
5 of a satisfactory future interaction
with ai.
Extensions to Equation 2.6 are proposed for combining feedback from multiple parties,
discounting feedback (weighing reports from a peer based on the reputation of that peer)
and forgetting feedback (decreasing the weight of old reports).
Seen through the framework defined above, BRS defines the space of events to be
generic transactions between e-marketplace participants, where context is kept static and
outcomes correspond to the reviews left by buyers. An agent’s trustworthiness is simply
the expectation of the Beta distribution parameterized by the sum of positive and negative






aj) = φ(rj, sj)
5As α corresponds to reports of positive experiences, and β corresponds to reports of negative experi-
ences, it follows that the expectation of this Beta distribution will improve (i.e. the reputation of the user














te(ei) = aj) · out(ej).neg
Where out(ej).pos and out(ej).neg are real number submitted by the truster of event ej
(i.e. the buyer) which describe the mix of positivity and negativity they have expressed
with respect to the event (i.e. the transaction).
Personalized Trust Model (PTM)
The PTM developed by Zhang and Cohen [87] can be thought of as an extension of the
BRS that combines evidence from personal experience with reports received from peers
(public information). This system assumes that agents exist in a system where they are
frequently advising each other about whether other agents are trustworthy or not. The
problem then becomes to determine how to combine advice from multiple advisers, given
that these advisers themselves may be untrustworthy.
Under this model, when agent
⇀
a is considering advice from adviser
↼
b , a considers both
a private notion of reputation and a public one when deciding whether or not to trust b’s
advice. In particular, b’s private reputation according to a, Rpri(a, b), is modeled by the
expectation of a beta distribution (see Equation 2.7 above) where α is the number of times
a and b have agreed in the past about the reputation of other agents, and β corresponds to
how many times they have disagreed. The public reputation of b, Rpub(b), is again modeled
by the expectation of a beta distribution, where α corresponds to the number of times b’s
advice has agreed with majority opinion, and β the number of times it has not.
The final reputation of b for a is then a linear combination of the private and public
reputation of b, weighted by how much comparable experience a has had with b (i.e. the












if Na,b < Nmin
1 otherwise
(2.9)
T (a, b) = wRpri(a, b) + (1− w)Rpub(b) (2.10)
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Where ε is an error bound, γ is a confidence measure and Na,b is the number of times a
and b have advised on the same targets. As can be seen, this equation allows a trustee
to incorporate more personal experience with an adviser into their reasoning gradually
and according to their own preferences for error bounds, eventually allowing them to form
a completely private opinion of the adviser. The truster can then combine the advice
from multiple advisers (again, using a beta distribution), weighing the relevance of their
advice based on their reputation, in order to form a final belief about another agent (e.g.
evaluating a seller based on reports from buyers).
For PTM, the context of trust could potentially be considered fluid (e.g. asking for
different advice under different circumstances). The events of interest are instances of
advice being given. For the private reputation function, a three agent event is considered,
where a and b have both given advice on c. The outcome of this event is positive if a and
b agreed on their assessment of c, and negative otherwise. The public reputation function
considers the double-agent event where b gives advice on agent c. The outcome is positive
if b’s advice is in line with consensus in the community (e.g. the mode of advice from all
other agents) and negative otherwise.
Bayesian Learning to Adapt to Deception in E-Marketplaces (BLADE)
The BLADE system, developed by Regan et al. [59], is another model aimed at evaluating
the advice of other agents in an e-marketplace situation. Under this model, each agent
acting as a seller of goods is assumed to have a set of features that they exhibit in their
transactions F s = {F s1 , ..., F sk}. Each of these features can take on a finite set of discrete
values: for example, F1 might correspond to the item being shipped on time, and can take
on values late or onT ime. Since these features differ from transaction to transaction, a
multinomial distribution parameterized by θsi is associated with each feature of each seller.
As a buyer’s satisfaction is expected to be a function of the features of a transaction, the
buyer’s goal is then to learn the probabilities of each feature of each relevant seller and
choose a seller who maximizes the expected outcome of their own utility function.
When a buyer does not have enough prior history with a seller to accurately estimate
these probabilities, BLADE describes a system for combining advice from other agents.
BLADE assumes that each adviser has a private reporting function, that is, their choice
to recommend or not recommend a seller is based on their own personal function of the
features of the transaction they experienced with that seller. This private function is also
modeled as a multinomial distribution that is conditioned on the set of features actually
observed in a transaction. A Bayesian network for estimating the features of sellers and
reporting functions of advisers in parallel is proposed. This learning of adviser reporting
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function is conjectured to handle deception and mismatched priorities in a principled way,
and should indeed be effective so long as adviser reporting behaviour is consistent.
The real strength of the BLADE approach is that an agent, a, can make use of reports
from another agent, b, even if there are important subjective differences in how they judge
other agents. Learning the evaluation functions of advisers as the estimates of the qualities
of sellers are refined is what makes this possible.
As this model is concerned with e-marketplaces, like the previous models, the events of
interest are transactions and buyer reports of satisfaction. Each event consists of a buyer,
a seller, and a report of either satisfaction of dissatisfaction from the buyer.
2.2.2 Multi-faceted trust modeling
Multi-faceted trust modeling (MFTM) is a flexible and data driven approach to trust mod-
eling. Inspired by work in the social sciences which have outlined the numerous variables
which influence the formation of trust relationships [51], MFTM incorporates arbitrarily
many indicators of trustworthiness into a single (optionally context-dependent) trustwor-
thiness score. Operationalizing this core idea for trust and social tie prediction has been
proposed by multiple researchers (e.g. [45, 27, 36, 22, 50]). As is evident in these works,
there is little agreement over whether this technique should be called multi-dimensional,
multi-faceted or composite trust modeling, and this confusion has likely led to some diffi-
culty in coordinating efforts in this research direction. We use the term “multi-faceted”,
in keeping with the most recent works.
The defining feature of an MFTM is a customizable vector of trust indicators, where
each indicator is a real number based on two agents:
Ψ(a1, a2) = 〈ψ1(a1, a2), ψ2(a1, a2), ..., ψn(a1, a2)〉 (2.11)
A “trust indicator” can be thought of as a piece of evidence for or against trusting an agent
under a particular context. For example, ψ1(a1, a2) = friendCount(a2) may be relevant
to assessing the reputation of a2 in a domain where only popular and reputable agents can
accrue large numbers of friends. The indicators ψi must be computable given A and E
(the set of agents and their attributes and the history of events). One important feature of
MFTM is its flexibility to tune its parameters to different domains. The customizability of
MFTM is highly attractive for application to social networks, as it is rare to find explicit
statements of trust encoded into the feature set of online environments6. Instead, an arbi-
6For example, social network designers could elicit explicit statements of context-bound trust from
users, but such a feature is not currently popular online.
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trary number of “imperfect” indicators of trustworthiness, such as popularity, friendship,
reputation, interaction history, preference similarity and institutional credibility can be
considered as each contributing to a final tally of trustworthiness. Clearly, the underlying
assumption of this model is that the existence of trustworthiness between two agents can
be predicted based on a comparison of the attributes and behaviors of those agents.
As we’ve mentioned, the consideration of multiple indicators of trust is in emulation
of the way in which humans consider multiple sources of evidence when deciding to trust
or not [51]. For example, consider the problem of choosing an auto mechanic shortly after
having moved to a new town. In this case, one has no interaction history with any nearby
mechanics and must weigh available evidence in order to choose which mechanic to trust.
In a simple case, one might only consider two pieces of evidence towards or against a
mechanic: has any colleague recommended them (ψ1), and have their prices been posted
clearly online (ψ2). In this case both indicators are binary, and it seems likely that the




aj) = 〈1, 1〉, will be a good candidate to
trust.
In order to predict trustworthiness, the relevance of each indicator can be learned using
an off-the-shelf machine learning technique given A and E to train with. To do this, a trust
link is chosen as a target of prediction : y (e.g. explicit statements of trust/friendship,
high degrees of preference alignment). Then, given the set of existing implicit/explicit
trust links, a machine learning model fits a classifier f̂ to the function that determines how
trust indicators are related to trust links f : Ψ(a1, a2)→ y. For example, in the case where













where θ is the vector of weights learned through the logistic regression process and Tc is
trustworthiness under context c. We wish to emphasize that while logistic regression is an
elegant and natural choice with some popularity in the literature (e.g. [22]), it is by no
means the only choice.
The ability to define custom indicators appropriate to whichever application domain
one is pursuing offers a tremendous amount of flexibility. As we will show in Chapter 4,
both highly generic as well as application-specific trust indicators can be defined.
Finally, we wish to emphasize how MFTM can be seen as a generalization of a number
of existing trust modeling techniques. Primarily this is because many trust modeling
techniques do in fact consider multiple sources of evidence, but they weigh or combine this
evidence in a non-data-driven manner. For example, the beta reputation system can be
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configured so that old advice is considered less important than new advice. However, a
method for specifying how much more important newer advice should be treated compared
to older advice is not specified. A similar situation occurs in the Personalized Trust Model,
where private and public reputation are weighed against each other. The weighting function
chosen has a good statistical justification7, but ultimately does not specify how error
bounds should be chosen, and thus how exactly to weigh personal and private reputation.
MFTM can consider arbitrarily many sources of information, and learns the weights for
them directly from data. For example, PTM could be roughly replicated by treating
private and public reputation as trust indicators, and learning an appropriate function for
combining them.
Another example of how MFTM is data driven is that it does not specify which dis-
tributions should be used to model beliefs. For example, both the BRS and PTM rely
heavily on the beta distribution. While this choice is statistically justified (assuming the
behaviour of agents is governed by a random process8), it also constitutes a form of bias,
and is vulnerable to abuse. For example, if one knew that the BRS was being used to
model seller reputation on an e-marketplace, they could increase profits and maintain a
high reputation simply by only scamming every 10th customer, or by acting honestly for
every small purchase and scamming the less frequent buyers of expensive items [40]. By
allowing arbitrary machine learning methods to combine many forms of trust evidence
into prediction, MFTM loses Bayesian rigor, but gains a large degree of flexibility and
generalizability.
2.2.3 Trust modeling and recommender systems
There is sometimes confusion regarding the differences between trust modeling and recom-
mender systems. Indeed, there are some similarities; however, there are also fundamental
differences. As our works consider both trust models and recommender systems, we will
briefly outline some of these points. We first note that recommender systems largely con-
sider similarity between the preferences of users who are not in any kind of significant
competition (e.g. users on a music or video streaming platform), while trust models are
usually targeted at environments where agents are somewhat adversarial and have the
potential to harm each other (e.g. an e-marketplace).
We argue that trust models and recommender systems are similar because:
7Based on the Chernoff bound theorem.
8Generally it is not.
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• Ultimately, both systems consider a pool of possible entities for recommendation to a
human agent. For trust models, these entities are other agents for future interactions,
while for recommender systems they are items to consume.
• Collaborative filtering (techniques for aggregating the feedback or preferences of many
agents in order to advise one agent) is a dominant approach in both areas. To see this,
consider that polling peers for advice and discounting their advice by your trust in the
peer (as the BRS and PTM do) is analogous to polling your peers for movie ratings
and discounting their ratings by that peer’s similarity (as many recommender systems
do). However, trust models usually also consider an aspect of personal experience,
distinct from mere similarity [53].
• Both approaches are often applied to similar data sets, and trust models can be used
in tandem with recommender systems [81, 22].
We argue that trust models and recommender systems are different because:
• Trust, as a concept gleaned from human interactions, has a number of important
semantics, including asymmetry and (limited) transitivity [9, 14]. These semantics
should be considered when designing a trust model. Distrust, as distinct from a lack
of trust, also has unique semantics which bear consideration [10].
• Trust varies under context [14]. Recommender systems typically ignore many aspects
of context, while doing so for a trust model would be inappropriate.
• Trust models present significant opportunities for abuse, which must be considered.
Sophisticated cheating patterns can be employed to trick trust models [40]. Mean-
while recommender systems chiefly consider the similarity between users expressed
preferences (which presents less opportunity for abuse.)
• Trust is dynamic [10]. A single abuse of trust can quickly sour trust with an agent
[78]. This is very different from preferences for movies or music, which are relatively
slow to change.
• Trust modeling generally places the well being of the agents it advises as a core goal.
Recommender systems are often optimized for the goals of the administrators of the
system they are employed on (e.g. user engagement and profits).
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2.3 Machine Learning Techniques
Here we briefly overview the machine learning models we use in the projects we present.
2.3.1 Logistic regression
Logistic regression is a straightforward probabilistic binary classification machine learning
algorithm. Given each point has a vector of features xi ∈ Rn and a binary class label
yi ∈ {0, 1}, logistic regression models the probability that a point xi is in class 1 as follows:




where θ is a vector of weights to be learned to fit a data set. This weight vector can be






This function does not admit an analytical solution, and needs to be optimized via gradient
descent or some other iterative optimization method. In practice, this optimization is
often very fast, as the number of parameters to optimize is low compared to other machine
learning methods.
Logistic regression is valuable as it admits a simple probabilistic interpretation, is quick
to optimize, frequently very effective, and the weight vector learned, θ, is highly inter-
pretable. However, this method is fundamentally limited by the assumption of linearly
separable data and inability to compute interesting feature combinations (data must be
preprocessed if this is desired).
2.3.2 k-means clustering
k-means clustering is a simple and popular method for partitioning a set of vectors into k
cohesive groups. Given a set of vectors X = {x1, ..., xn} and a k ≤ n, partition the vectors










where µi is the mean of the vectors in si. Restated, the goal is to find the k groups of
elements from X such that the sum of the squared distances between each point in a group
and the mean of that group is minimized. Finding the exact solution to Equation 2.15 is
NP-hard, but many effective heuristic algorithms are available.
In Chapter 4 we will use algorithms inspired by k-means, although modified to be
applicable to data that is not represented in a vector format. Note that this is possible so
long as a distance function between a point and a group of points is defined to stand in for
the term ||x− ui||2 in Equation 2.15.
2.3.3 Feed forward neural networks
In Chapter 3 we make use of a small feed forward neural network for classification. Here
we will very briefly summarize the basics of these models.
Feed forward neural networks are a simple type of neural network that are amenable
to classification of fixed length input data. The building blocks of neural networks are
artificial neurons: entities which receive multiple inputs, compute a linear weighted sum
of those inputs, then output a function of this weighted sum9. When multiple layers of
neurons are organized in a pipeline, where the outputs of the neurons in layer i are the
inputs to the neurons in layer i+1, the resulting structure is a feed forward neural network.
The number of neurons in a layer is referred to as the width of the layer, and the number
of layers is referred to as the depth of the network. The width of the first layer must be
equal to the length of input vectors, while layers in between the input and output layer
(“hidden” layers) can be of arbitrary width. The final output layer should be of a width
that is appropriate for the function to be approximated (e.g. one neuron for each class).
Under a supervised learning task, the weights the individual neurons apply to their
inputs can be optimized via the back-propogation algorithm [62] in order to learn a cohesive
network that approximates the function. Under basic assumptions, a feed forward network
of arbitrary finite size can approximate the continuous relationships between independent
and dependent real variables to an arbitrary degree of precision [19].
As the input sizes of these networks must be fixed, in Chapter 3 we propose a set of
feature extraction functions and procedures for aggregating these features that we apply
to arbitrary length data (representing online discussions) in order to produce fixed length
vectors of real numbers representing the discussion. We also make use of a number of
common tools in the neural network tool belt in order to construct our network:
9This function is called the “activation” and is usually non-linear, for purposes of optimization.
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• Dropout: The process of randomly excluding outputs from a layer of neurons. 50%
dropout means the results of half of the neurons on a layer are randomly excluded in
each training pass. This makes the training process more noisy, preventing overfitting
to the training set.
• ReLu: Rectified linear units, a simple non-linear activation function that has useful
properties for optimization via backpropogation.
• Softmax: A function that normalizes a vector, allowing it to be interpreted as a
probability distribution. Commonly used as the final layer of a neural network for
classification problems.
2.3.4 Random forest classifiers
A random forest classifier is an ensemble learning algorithm for classification. Random
forests are based on an ensemble technique called “bagging”: rather than training a single,
complex model on all available data, a large set of relatively weak classifiers (e.g. decision
trees with very low max height, often 1-3) are each trained on a random subset of the data.
After training the weak classifiers, predictions can be made by simply averaging out the







For a random forest, low-height decision trees are always used as the weak classifiers,
and, in addition to bagging, each decision point of each decision tree is only exposed to a
random subset of features (this can be called “feature bagging”). This forces some of the
weak classifiers to train without the advantage of the most predictive variables, allowing
weaker correlations in the data to be modeled (this fixes the problem where a decision
stump exposed to all features would always split on the most predictive feature).
It is possible to interpret feature importance in a random forest. For example, one can





Where C is the set of classes at a node and fc is the frequency of that class at that node. A
feature’s importance can be taken as the average decrease in impurity from nodes that test
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on that feature and the children of those nodes, weighted by the probability of reaching
the nodes. That is, the importance of node i, given that it’s children are nodes j and k is
then:
impi = wiGi − wjGj − wkGk (2.18)
where wi is the weighted sum of samples which can reach node i and Gi is the Gini impurity
(Equation 2.17) of node i.
2.3.5 Natural language processing
Natural language processing (NLP) is an extremely large and diverse field which we do not
endeavor to fully summarize here. However, having used some techniques from this field
in Chapter 3, we will briefly introduce it.
The central supposition underlying the statistical approach to NLP is that there are
significant statistical relationships between word usage and ordering in phrases and the
meaning of those phrases [49]. These relationships are expected to be strong enough
that useful language models can be constructed without formally specifying any language
rules (such as grammar or syntax). This approach, once highly controversial, has been
significantly buoyed by the advances in deep learning over the past ten years.
In Chapter 3, we use some very basic statistical NLP techniques to extract features from
comments. For instance, we tokenize (split into distinct words) comment text and count
the number of pronouns of each degree, as well as profane and hateful words, punctuation
marks, etc. We also make use of pre-trained models for detecting hateful speech, profanity
and sentiment. The dominant approach in the models we’ve used is to represent a text as
a bag-of-words vector: a vector of fixed length where each index corresponds to a word,
and the value at a given index is the number of times that word appears in the text. These
bag-of-word vectors are then used to train linear models (such as SVMs) on hand labeled
data sets, producing a classifier.
2.3.6 Latent factor models
Latent factor models for recommendation are a popular approach to collaborative filtering
based recommendation derived from matrix factorization technique called Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) [69]. Specifically, by applying an SVD technique, a m×n matrix R
of rank ` can be decomposed into three matrices of rank k ≤ `:
Rk = Q · S · V
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Where Q is m × k, S is k × k and V is k × n. While S has a number of interesting
mathematical properties, in recommender system literature it is is frequently ignored by
substituting U = Q · S:
Rk = U · V (2.19)
This decomposition is guaranteed to exist and provide the best rank-k approximation of
the matrix R with respect to the Frobenius norm [69]. That is, Rk = U · V is the matrix




j=1 |aij|2. Phrased otherwise, this
decomposition procedure can be used to “compress” a large matrix by splitting it into the
two rank-k matrices which, when multiplied together, best reproduce the original matrix.
SVD can be applied to recommender systems when R is the user-item matrix of review
scores such that rij is the rating user i gave to item j (e.g. on a binary “recommend or not”
scale, or on an ordinal 1-5 rating system). Naturally, this matrix is sparse - in practice,
the vast majority of the entries in R are unknown, as most users have only given feedback
on a small number of items. While SVD cannot be applied directly to a sparse matrix like
R, we can imagine that the defined entries in R comprise a subset of the entries in the
(unknown) dense matrix R′ where every user has expressed an opinion on every item. By
SVD, R′, is guaranteed to have a minimal rank-k decomposition. This line of reasoning





(rij − uTi vj)2 + λ(||ui||2 + ||vj||2) (2.20)
where ui is a length k vector corresponding to user i and vj is a length k vector corre-
sponding to item j, and κ is the set of indices (i, j) such that rij is defined in R. λ simply
controls the strength of the regularization penalty. By optimizing Equation 2.20, one con-
structs matrices Û and V̂ , where the i’th row of Û is uTi and the j’th column of V̂ is vj.
Then, R̂ = Û · V̂ is a matrix where the distance between defined members of R and their
corresponding entries in R̂ has been minimized. At the same time, estimates for every
undefined entry in R are present in R̂. A user i can then be recommended items where rij
is undefined (the user has not yet rated the item) but r̂ij is high (the user is predicted to
rate the item highly).
This approach is particularly amenable to the recommendation task, as it makes the
optimization far more tractable. In particular, rather than grappling with the O(mn)
user-item ratings directly, the O(k(m + n)) values in Û and V̂ are all that need to be
optimized. This offers considerable performance improvements when k << min(m,n) (in
many applications there may be millions of users and items, but 10 ≤ k ≤ 100 factors are
sufficient for good modeling of the system [43]). Additionally, the running time of a single
loop of the optimization equation is linear in the number of observed ratings (κ above).
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Koren et al. [43] describe the intuition behind this procedure in illuminating way. For
the task of recommending movies, we can imagine that each movie can be measured on k
dimensions. For example: funniness, seriousness, amount of action, quirkiness, etc. Each
user will have some level of preference for various dimensions of a movie. A user will enjoy
a movie when the movie has high extension in the dimensions the user enjoys: this user
prefers a mix of comedy and quirkiness, that user long dramas with character development.
Rather than explicitly defining these k dimensions and laboriously categorizing each movie
in this way, the SVD recommendation procedure infers factors directly from rating patterns.
These so called “latent factors” may represent well known categories and generalizations
such as those listed above, or qualities that defy description. By learning k-length vectors
for users and movies respectively via error minimization over available data (such that
uTi vj is close to rij as described in Equation 2.20), the preferences of users and qualities of
movies across k latent factors is learned.
While the actual distance between R′ and R̂ is unknowable, this approach has been
shown to perform well in numerous settings, including winning an international contest
hosted by Netflix [43]. Further, minimizing Equation 2.20 has been shown to be equivalent
to maximizing the probability of latent factor matrices U and V given R under a simple
probabilistic model [63].
In Chapter 4 we will use a latent factor model, TrustMF [84], to test the accuracy of
a trust link prediction algorithm. This system can be roughly characterized as combining
the optimization described above with an optimization over a matrix of user-user trust
links that shares a latent space with the user-item matrix. That is, in addition to learning
matrices Û and V̂ describing user preferences and item factors respectively, a third matrix
Ŵ representing user factors is learned. The matrix Û now serves a dual purpose. Like
before, the distance between rij and u
T
i vj is minimized, but in addition the distance between
lij and u
T
i wj is minimized, where lij > 0 only when a trust link exists between users i and
j. Conceptually, a user’s preference for items shares a space with that user’s preferences for
trusting other users. Thus, the presence of trust links exerts an influence over the latent
factors that are discovered, incorporating social trust into the recommendation process.




Based on Community Feedback
As argued in Section 2.2, one the the critical components of a trust model is the ability
to interpret the outcomes of events that occur among agents. Specifically, one needs to
know whether an interaction between agents was helpful or harmful to each of the agents
in question. On e-marketplaces this is relatively straightforward, as the main interactions
of interest between agents are the trading of real-world items, and feedback on these trans-
actions is heavily encouraged by the site owners. On social networks, the situation is less
clear. Most of the interactions on social networks are conversations represented as text,
and when unambiguous feedback is elicited from agents, it is often in the form of up or
down votes or likes. These indicators are useful for measuring popularity, but, as we will
argue, they present a distorted picture of the relative quality of agent actions when they
are taken as a sole measure of quality.
As the ability to quantify outcomes of interactions is key for the application of trust
models to social networks, in this chapter we present novel methods for quantifying the
outcome of an agent’s action of posting a comment. First, we conjecture that anti-social
behaviour (e.g. hate speech, bullying, trolling) is undesirable, and therefore agents that en-
gage in this behaviour are producing negative outcomes for those that interact with them.
Our hypothesis is that as anti-social behaviour in comments is expected to produce a reac-
tion with certain patterns from the community (e.g. anger, name-calling, offense), it may
be possible to predict whether an agent has breached social rules simply by observing the
reaction to that agent’s comment from the community. We test this hypothesis using data
from the popular social link sharing site Reddit. We do this by evaluating the accuracy of
a prediction task based on categorizing whether a conversation-starting comment contains
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certain types of anti-social behaviour based solely on the reactions to that comment from
other members of the community. Specifically, using a set of natural language and meta-
data based features extracted from the replies to a comment, we evaluate the accuracy of
predicting the presence of hate speech, profanity, negative sentiment and negative scores
in the comment that prompted the replies.
3.1 Motivation
As discussed above, a substantial barrier for the application of trust models to social net-
work is the problem of extracting data which quantifies the outcomes from the interactions
between agents. In a social network, the main event of interest is the conversations between
agents. Unlike in many online networks, agents in social networks are rarely encouraged to
distill their feedback about a conversation into some set of ordinal or categorical variables -
instead, the bulk of feedback is tied up in complex natural language replies. At best, agents
can up or down vote a comment. In some cases (like on Facebook), they can only submit
positive feedback. This up or down vote feedback system allows each agent to express a
single bit of feedback towards each comment on the site.
On first examination, the quantity of positive feedback minus negative feedback (score)
a comment received may seem to be a very rich source of information with respect to the
quality of the comment. However, there are some caveats. On sites which implement this
type of feedback system, the up or down votes typically affects the sort order of comments
when they are displayed to other agents. Comments which have received large numbers
of up-votes are displayed first, while those that are controversial or have received a large
number of down-votes are shown last, or even hidden. This is supposed to enrich the
experience of readers, but leads to a predictable “rich get richer” effect, where comments
that are up-voted early get the most attention and can thus garner more up-votes. For
this reason, the magnitude of a comment’s score (score = up-votes - down-votes) is not a
particularly useful statistic for measuring the quality of a post. Much of a post’s score will
be the result of timing, luck, and the compounding effects of popularity as it translates to
visibility: a popular post’s popularity will make it more visible, thus more popular! We
argue a more useful statistic for detecting low-quality or anti-social comments is the sign
of a post’s score. Negative scores are rare - at least on the Reddit data we used, only 15%
of comments in our data set had a negative score. Thus, at least for this site, a negative
score may be a strong signal that a post was “rejected” by the community (remember,
negative scores cause posts to be hidden).
We have argued that the most useful feedback one can get from the up-vote or down-
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vote system is a binary variable representing the sign of the score of the comment. This
is clearly not enough information for a trust model to aid in weeding out comments of
agents who routinely post hate speech and misinformation. We’d like our trust models
to predict things more interesting than simply “what is the probability this post will be
well received”. We’d like to know something about misinformation, hate speech, cruelty
and argument-baiting. Clearly, more information is necessary to reason about any of these
topics - the text of the comment clearly needs to be investigated.
Unfortunately, current NLP based techniques may be little help when it comes to de-
tecting many types of anti-social behaviour. While acknowledging the advances in hate
speech detection (e.g. [5, 44]) that have been made, we must also acknowledge the diffi-
culties that arise, particularly from a purely NLP based approach. In particular, cruelty
and hate often involve sarcasm and oblique references to some societal context, which are
extremely difficult to capture in a hate speech detection system. While it is trivial for any
automated system to detect the presence of loaded and hateful terms, it is similarly trivial
for human authors to make the exact same point while avoiding the obvious “red flag”
words such as racial slurs or extreme profanity.
We propose that the next logical step is to consider the entire set of comments in a
discussion: specifically, to focus on the reactions to a comment. Anti-social behaviour, such
as hate speech and cruelty, is expected to provoke a patterned reaction from a community
- the very notion of anti-social behaviour can be thought of as that which is “disruptive” to
others [33]. It is conceivable that the task of categorizing sarcastic, mocking, hateful text
is easier to do by looking at the reactions of others than it is to do simply by looking at
the text in isolation. This conforms to the expectation set by our lived experience: when
in a group of individuals speaking a language one does not understand, one can still be
made clearly aware of a socially unacceptable comment simply by observing the reactions
of those who do understand the language.
We focus on “anti-social” behaviour in particular for two reasons:
• Anti-social behaviour is, practically by definition, undesirable. It is not controversial
to propose that a comment which offends the community has resulted in a bad
outcome for those agents exposed to the comment.
• It is reasonable to expect that there is some pattern to the responses to anti-social
behaviour, that when a group is offended by the bad behaviour of an individual, they
react with predictable pattern of outrage/anger/disgust.
Ultimately, in this work we want to reason about when an agent is disrupting the com-
munity. We approach this task by assuming that anti-social behaviour is always disruptive,
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and try to recognize the pattern in the responses to this behaviour. Knowledge of which
agents routinely disrupt the community can be useful for reasoning about which agents are
untrustworthy.
3.2 Data Set and Filtering
Reddit is a social link sharing site that has been in operation since 2005. Users of the site
can share links, comment on the links shared by others, and engage in conversations with
each other.
Reddit consists of tens of thousands of subreddits - areas of the site devoted to the shar-
ing and discussion of links related to some particular context. For example, /r/cooking
is a subreddit where only links and conversations relating to cooking are allowed. Reddit
can be seen as a federation of subreddits - the creation and moderation of subreddits is
controlled by users of the site, while the site administrators mostly limit their executive
power to restricting the set of allowable subreddits - for instance, subreddits which encour-
age bullying, harassment and the sharing of illegal information are frequently deleted or
have their visibility reduced. As the power to moderate within subreddits is mostly given
over to users, a failure to adequately moderate is also grounds for banning. That is, even
if a subreddit is not explicitly devoted to the sharing of content which the site administra-
tors find objectionable, the administrators may ban the subreddit if the moderators of that
subreddit prove incapable of adequately policing the behaviour of the users therein. Reddit
has frequently been a subject of controversy over the last decade, largely due to the mostly
hands-off approach to moderation that the side administrators take, and the friction that
occurs when the administrators take action against communities that perceive themselves
as being independent. Nevertheless, Reddit is one of the top twenty most popular website
on the Internet as of February 20201 - more popular than Netflix, Instagram or Twitter.
We downloaded all comments submitted to Reddit during the month of January 2016.
This data is made available via the Reddit API, and is also aggregated on websites such as
https://files.pushshift.io/reddit/comments/. We filtered the data to only consider
comments submitted to the /r/politics, /r/movies, /r/worldnews, /r/AskReddit, and
/r/IAmA subreddits. While the first three of these have obvious topics of interest (dis-
cussing politics, movies and world news respectively), the latter two bear some explanation.
/r/AskReddit allows users to, instead of sharing links, share questions that readers can
1https://www.alexa.com/topsites
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answer and discuss in the comments. For example: “Reddit, what is your favorite sand-
wich recipe?”. Naturally this invokes lively and spirited debate. /r/IAmA is a subreddit
for famous or interesting people to conduct informal interviews with users. The name of
the subreddit is a pun, invoking the first and last parts of the phrase “I Am A person of
interest, Ask Me Anything”. There are a number of reasons why we chose these subreddits:
• Each is among the top one hundred most active subreddits2. With the exception of
/r/worldnews, the others are in the top twenty.
• Each has a culture that promotes vigorous discussion and debate.
• None is overly politically or ideologically biased or extreme. That is, they attract
a large and varied segment of the overall user base. In fact, all of them except
/r/politics was formerly a “default” subreddit - one of the subreddits which a new
Reddit user was automatically made a member of3.
The last point is particularly important. As our approach will involve learning the pattern
of reaction to anti-social behaviour in a community, it is important to focus on relatively
mainstream communities. If this approach was targeted at communities that organize
around extreme or racist ideologies, the response to what those communities perceived as
antisocial would be learned. This could obviously differ significantly from what mainstream
society deems acceptable or unacceptable. We will have more to say about this limitation,
and how it fits in to the broader picture of determining what is and isn’t acceptable
behaviour by the end of this Chapter. After filtering for these subreddits, a total of
6,873,260 comments remained.
3.2.1 Discussion filtering
Further filtering was done based on language and the size and shape of discussions that
a comment was involved in. In order to explain this step, we will first present a simple
grammar for referring to elements of a discussion on Reddit.
A Link is a piece of content that is submitted by a user (human agent) to be shared
within a subreddit. A Link is not always a hyperlink - plain text is allowed. A Comment is
a piece of text submitted in response to either a Link or another Comment. Both Links and




to users. All registered users can up or down vote each Link or Comment once. The Score
of a Link or Comment is equal to up-votes received minus down-votes received.
Evidently, Links and Comments form trees of arbitrary branching factor and depth,
where the root of the tree is always a Link and each node in the tree has a piece of
text and a Score associated with it. This tree-like structure for discussions has become
more popular in recent years online4, replacing the simpler list structure of earlier online
discussion forums.
We will use the following terminology to further distinguish elements of a conversation
on Reddit.
• A Parent Comment is any Comment that has been replied to by another Comment.
• A Child Comment is any Comment which is replying to another Comment.
• The Descendants of a Comment are all the Comments in the subtree rooted at that
Comment. For example, the Children of a Parent are part of its Descendants, as are
the Children’s Children, etc.
• A Discussion is a tuple formed by a Parent, its Children and its Descendants.
Just as in our common understanding of the terms, a Child and also be a Parent. This
illustrates that we are interested in Comments at all levels of the tree, so long as that
comment is at the root of a non-empty sub-tree (i.e. someone replied to them). Unlike
our common understanding, not all Parents are Children: some Parents are submitted in
reply to Links, which we do not consider to be a Child. Some Comments don’t fit into any
of the above categories. For example, some Comments are submitted in reply to a Link,
but never have any Children. These Comments have likely been ignored or looked-over.
An illustrative Reddit conversation is presented in Figure 3.1, and a short excerpt from
a real conversation on Reddit5 showing a Parent, one of its Children and two of its Grand
Children is presented in Figure 3.2.
We can now explicitly state that our work is interested specifically in Discussions rather
than individual Comments. In particular, we wish to evaluate the accuracy of various
prediction tasks aimed at predicting qualities of a Parent comment given only the features
of its Descendants (as a reminder, this includes Children).
4Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter all use a similar structure
5This conversation occurred in the context of a user asking for interesting science facts to share with
their daughter.
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Figure 3.1: Illustrative Reddit Discussion
Based on this goal, we performed additional filtering in order to only consider comments
embedded in minimally interesting discussions. As we’ve already mentioned, a single
Comment which garners no replies is not interesting for the sake of this project - there are
no Descendants from which to draw a notion of “community response”. For this work, we
only considered Discussions where the Parent of the Discussion had 1) at least two children
and 2) at least one Descendant that was not a Child. That is, the tree rooted at the Parent
had at least two subtrees, and at least one of those subtrees had height greater than one.
We call Discussions which pass this test minimally interesting, as Discussions with these
properties have a number of useful qualities for our analysis. First, it is likely that at least
two users other than the author of the Parent saw the Parent and were moved to reply to
it directly (by 1). This is only untrue if the author of the Parent responded to themselves,
of if a user authored two separate replies to the Parent (both unlikely given norms on
Reddit). Second, for Discussions which satisfy these properties, at least one of the Child
Comments was interesting enough to provoke a reply (by 2). In sum, these minimally
interesting Discussions are those where it is highly probable that a significant conversation
or interaction occurred between multiple agents. Discussions which were not minimally
interesting were removed from the data set.
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Figure 3.2: Example Reddit Discussion
We also removed from consideration any Discussions where any of the Comments in
that Discussion did not appear to be in English. This was done to remove noise from
the NLP features extracted from Comments. The PolyGot Python library was used to
categorize Comment text language, which ultimately relies on a Naive Bayes classification
based on tokens.
After this additional filtering, 448,611 Discussions remained, with a total of 3,658,384
comments.
3.3 Methodology
In order to process data in discussions into fixed length vectors that could be used to train
machine learning classifiers, we extracted metadata and linguistic features on the basis of
single comments, then used simple statistical methods of aggregation to compute features
representing sets of comments. We then evaluated the accuracy of predicting features of a
Parent given only the aggregated features of its Descendants.




The majority of features extracted were defined over single Comments. Our prediction
methodologies all depended on fixed length inputs. Since the size of a Discussion is ar-
bitrary, we relied on simple statistical methods to aggregate the features extracted on a
per-comment basis when a group of Comments was being considered (e.g. like the Children
of a comment). To do this, we simply calculated the minimum, maximum, mean, median
and standard deviation of each of the features over all comments in the set. That is, for
each of the features we describe that is defined on a single Comment, the feature was ex-
panded into five features when a set of Comments was being considered. When generating
feature vectors, we performed this aggregation both for the Children of a Parent and for
the Descendants of a Parent. The logic for this was that these two sets offer different views
of the effect that the Parent Comment had on the community. The features of the Chil-
dren reflect the direct responses to the Parent, capturing the clearest indication of how the
Comment itself was received. Meanwhile, the features of Descendants captures the general
tone of the entire discussion that stemmed from the Parent Comment. We conjecture that
both views are important, since the effect of the original comment does not completely
end at the direct replies: the topic and tone set will persist through many levels of the
discussion. The full list of features is presented below.
• Word Count: The number of space-separated words in the text of the comment.
• Score: The number of up-votes the comment received minus the number of down
-votes.
• Controversiality: A boolean value distributed in the Reddit data, which is True
when the ratio of up-votes to down-votes a comment received was close to 0.5. Only
the Score of a comment and this boolean value are available, not the actual number
of up-votes and down-votes.
• First/Second/Third Pronoun Usage Ratio: Actually three features, the ratio of
pronouns of each degree to pronouns of other degrees in the text of the comment. This
feature is inspired by [7], which found that a high number of first person pronouns
(e.g. “I”, “me”) were more likely to appear in well received comments online, while
high numbers of second person pronouns (e.g. “you”) were associated with poorly
received comments. This may be related to the reflective nature of first person
pronouns and the accusatory nature of second person pronouns.
• Punctuation Usage Ratio: The ratio of tokens which were punctuation to non-
punctuation tokens in the comment text.
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• Dot/Intero/Bang Usage Ratio: Actually three features, the ratio of punctuation
of each type to other punctuation tokens in the comment text.
• Sentiment and Subjectivity: Actually two features, the predicted sentiment (in
the range of -1 to 1) and (subjectivity in the range of 0 to 1) of the comment text.
We used the python library TextBlob6 to compute these scores, which uses a naive
Bayes regression learned on a corpus of English movie reviews for prediction.
• Profanity: The predicted probability that the comment text contains profanity.
We used the python library profanity-check7 to compute this score, which makes
predictions based on a linear SVM trained on 200k human-labeled instances of English
profanity.
• Hate and Offensiveness Probability: Actually two features, the outputs repre-
senting the predicted probability that a text is hateful or offensive from the hatesonar
[21] project, which makes predictions based on a logistic regression trained on the
text of vectorized hateful tweets.
• Hate Count: The number of n-grams in the comment text that are part of a corpus
of n-grams8 which appear frequently in human-labeled hateful texts produced by [21].
• Hedge Count: The number of n-grams in the comment text that are part of a
corpus of “hedge” n-grams (e.g. “from my perspective”, “apparently”) produced by
[20].
• Deleted: Simply whether or not a comment is deleted. When a comment on Reddit
is deleted, its text is replaced by the string “[deleted]”.
• Child and Descendant Counts: Actually two features, the size of the sets of
Children and Descendants a comment has.
• Score Disagreement: Defined over a set of comments, the ratio of negatively scored
to positively scored comments in the set. This feature is intended to quantify the
extent to which mutual negativity pervades a discussion. We conjecture that the best
Discussions contain mutual positivity (i.e. most Comments have positive scores),





Thus, a total of 21 relatively simple features where extracted, mostly on the lone-
Comment level. After expansion via aggregation over the sets of Children and Descendants,
a total of 154 features was used to predict target features of the Parent comment.
3.3.2 Experiments
We evaluated the accuracy of four binary classification tasks of Parent comments given
the features of its Children and Descendants: 1) the presence of hate speech in the Parent
2) a negative sentiment in the Parent 3) the presence of profanity in the Parent 4) a
negative score sign on the Parent. Each of these target variables captures some aspect
of “bad behaviour” in the Parent comment that we hypothesis may be detectable from
the reactions to the comment. The last target, negative score, is a sort of catch all, that
captures any sort of behaviour that the community found it suitable to reject (as low scores
cause comments to be hidden).
Each of the experiments described above required slightly different procedures to bina-
rize the target variable. We used some domain knowledge to guide this process rather than
a completely data driven approach. For example, when binarizing the scores of comments,
we split the comments into two groups: those that received scores < 1 and those that
received scores ≥ 1. We split the classes at this point, even though the median score in
the data set was 11. This is because the default score of a Comment on Reddit is 1. While
this leads to a more heavily unbalanced data set, it better captures what our classes aim
to represent: those comments which were “rejected”(i.e. received more down-votes than
up-votes) and those which were not. To counteract the class imbalance in training data we
used adaptively weighted loss functions for all our machine learning methods and report
evaluation scores on a balanced test set.
• Parent Score Prediction: We binarized the scores of Parents into classes repre-
senting comments that have score < 1 and score ≥ 1. Thus, our classifier tries to
answer the question: “did the parent comment receive a score below 1?” For our
data set, 68403 were in the first class, leaving 380208 in the second class.
• Parent Sentiment: We binarized sentiment of Parents into classes representing
comments that have sentiment < 0 and sentiment ≥ 0. Thus, our classifier tries to
answer the question: “did the parent comment have a more negative than positive
sentiment?” For our data set, 260207 were in the first class and 188404 were in the
second class.
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• Parent Hate Speech: We binarized the count of detected hateful terms in Parents
into classes representing comments with > 0 hateful n-grams and those with 0 hateful
n-grams. Thus, our classifier tried to answer the question: “did the parent comment
text contain at least one hateful n-gram?” For our data set, 9251 were in the first
class and 439360 were in the second class.
• Parent Profanity: We binarized the probability of the Parent comment containing
profanity into classes based representing > 0.5 chance of profanity and≤ 0.5 chance of
profanity. Thus, our classifier tried to answer the question: “was the parent comment
text more likely than not to contain profanity?” For our data set, 57198 were in the
first class and 391413 were in the second.
3.3.3 Predictive models
After testing multiple models, we settled on a random forest (RF) and feed-forward neural
network (NN) architecture to evaluate the experiments above. We used both these models,
as the neural network produced consistently high performance while the random forest
offered superior explainability. We wished to find the best performing model, but also
desired insight into what kind of features in a community’s response are the most predictive.
We used a random forest with 200 estimators, each of a max depth of 5, and b
√
154c =
12 max features per estimator (note, 154 is the total number of features in an input vector).
Random forests are briefly described in Section 2.3.4.
We used a simple feed forward neural network consisting of 2 hidden layers of width 64
with ReLu activation, a 25% dropout between layers and a softmax on the output layer.
Feed forward neural networks are briefly described in Section 2.3.3.
Both classifiers were trained with balanced class weights in order to adapt to the class
imbalances in training data. We used the scikit-learn [57] random forest implementation
and built the neural network using the python library Keras [16].
3.4 Results
Results for the prediction tasks described above are summarized in Table 3.1. All results
reported are based on a 5-fold cross validation procedures as follows: The data set was split
into 5 stratified folds (i.e. each test fold has a proportion of elements of each class equivalent
to the proportions in the overall data set). Test sets were then balanced by undersampling
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Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score
Score
RF 0.73 0.72 0.77 0.74
NN 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78
Hate
RF 0.70 0.78 0.54 0.64
NN 0.69 0.74 0.59 0.64
Profanity
RF 0.63 0.65 0.56 0.60
NN 0.62 0.63 0.58 0.60
Sentiment
RF 0.57 0.57 0.55 0.56
NN 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.57
Table 3.1: Results for binary classification on balanced test sets across four tasks using a
random forest (RF) and neural network (NN).
(i.e. randomly removing examples) from whatever class was over represented, if one was
over represented. The end result is a 5 way split, where each vector appears in at most one
test set, and each test set is class balanced. The results reported are the average over the
5 folds. In each case, the positive class (important for the precision and recall measures)
is the “anti-social” class (negative score, hateful n-gram, etc.). Because we did not need
to tune our methods for any of these tasks specifically, and in some cases the number of
examples of a class were low, we preferred this cross validation method to reporting on
reserved test sets.
The importance of the top 15 most important features for each of the prediction tasks
according to the Gini importance on the Random Forest we trained (described in Section
2.3.4) are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Higher values indicate more importance. Bold
face has been used to highlight interesting features. The naming scheme for features is
{set} {aggregate} {feature}. Thus, for example, child std score is the standard deviation
of scores in the Children of the Parent, and desc med off prob is the median probability
that a Comment in the Descendants of the Parents is offensive.
Overall, results for our experiments ranged from encouraging to disappointing, with
binary classification accuracies ranging from 77% to 57%: all classifiers do better than
random at identifying bad behaviour. No experiment was a complete failure, and we
consider the Score and Hate prediction experiments successful.
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Score Sentiment
Importance Feature Importance Feature
.127 desc score disag .153 desc med sent
.103 desc max score .114 child avg sent
.092 desc avg score .097 child med sent
.082 child std score .096 desc avg sent
.082 desc min score .057 desc med profanity
.060 desc std score .043 desc max profanity
.042 child avg score .038 desc med subj
.038 child count .033 child avg subj
.023 desc std punc bang .032 desc min profanity
.023 desc med hate prob .029 child min profanity
.022 child max hate prob .027 child min sent
.021 child max score .025 child max profanity
.019 child min score .022 child max sent
.019 child med score .017 desc avg punc dot
.018 child med prp second .016 child med subj
Table 3.2: Top 15 most important features for Score and Sentiment prediction tasks.
Score prediction had the higher overall accuracy. One reason for this may be that the
labels for score prediction had no added noise - we simply took the scores reported in the
data - while the other experiments had labels generated by the application of noisy NLP
based techniques. Another reason may be that the scores of a Parent are highly correlated
with the scores of its Descendants: this could be the case because a popular parent with
a high score will lend higher visibility to its Descendants (as higher scoring comments
are shown more readily on Reddit). Indeed, in Table 3.2, it can be seen that the most
important features for score prediction are mostly based on the scores of the descendants
and children, and the number of children (i.e. popularity). It’s also interesting that the
most impactful feature is the one we developed specifically to gauge the mutual positivity
or negativity of a Discussion, the score disagreement. In addition, the importance of the
variability of exclamation mark usage (desc std punc bang) and probability of containing
hate (desc med hate prob and child max hate prob) among Descendants are interesting,
as one can speculate that highly enthusiastic Comments with low probabilities of hate are
highly correlated with well received Parent comments. Finally, the importance of second
degree pronouns in Children (child med prp second) is interesting, as it can be seen as
corroborating the findings of Brennan et al. [7], who showed that pronoun degree usage
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Hate Profanity
Importance Feature Importance Feature
.175 desc avg hate count .176 desc avg off prob
.175 desc std hate count .176 child avg off prob
.143 child avg hate count .087 desc med off prob
.087 child std hate count .080 desc avg profanity
.067 child med hate count .067 desc std profanity
.057 desc avg hate prob .060 child avg profanity
.031 child avg hate prob .060 desc std off prob
.031 desc std hate prob .052 child std off prob
.028 child std hate prob .052 child med off prob
.024 desc med hate prob .039 desc med profanity
.021 child med hate prob .033 child std profanity
.017 desc med hate count .020 child min off prob
.013 desc avg profanity .018 child med profanity
.012 desc std profanity .016 child max off prob
.009 desc score disag .008 desc min off prob
Table 3.3: Top 15 most important features for Hate and Profanity prediction tasks.
was correlated with the negative or positive reception of comments.
Prediction of the presence of hateful terms was relatively successful, with an accuracy
of 70% and a high precision of 78%, indicating that 78% of the comments the classifier pre-
dicted to be hateful actually contained some hateful n-gram. However, recall is somewhat
low at 59%. On a hate speech prediction task, high recall is especially desirable, as predic-
tions of this type can be used in a pipeline of filtering comments for down stream human
reviewers. The low recall may be because many of the comment which contained a hateful
n-gram were actually quoting, or using the terms in a context that did not inspire a strong
reaction. The most important features for predicting hate in a Parent, as shown in Table
3.3, are evidence of hate in the Descendants (the * hate count and * hate prob features).
However, some importance is given to profanity in the Descendants (desc avg profanity
and desc std profanity) and score disagreement (desc score disag), inviting the speculation
that hateful comments may provoke profane and argumentative comments in the ensuing
discussion.
The profanity and negative sentiment prediction tasks were less successful, with rel-
atively unimpressive (although still better than random) scores on all evaluations. One
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reason why this may be is that these classes stretch the definition of “anti-social” or “bad
behaviour”. In fact, profanity and negative sentiment are relatively common online, and
are unlikely to provoke especially unique reactions from a community. In both cases, as
shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, the most important features for prediction were mostly the
presence of similar features in Descendants. Profanity in replies has some notable impor-
tance in the prediction of Sentiment, but as Sentiment prediction accuracy did not surpass
60%, it is not likely useful to speculate on any connection between these domains.
These results reveal interesting connections between multiple facets of natural language
feedback in a threaded conversation system. While classification accuracy on most tasks
was below what would be needed for a truly reliable system of classification, the results
show that in principle, it’s possible to predict certain qualities of a discussion starting
comment simply be examining the discussion that follows: in particular, the tasks of
predicting “rejected” (score < 1) comments and the presence of hate speech in a comment
shows promise (with accuracy of 77% and 70% respectively shown in Table 3.1).
3.5 Conclusion
3.5.1 Summary
In this work, we explained why it is difficult to quantify outcomes for discussion starting
events in the social network domain. In particular, we argued that binary scoring systems
(i.e. up and down votes) offer only a glimpse of the effect agents are having on the social
health of a community, and that the magnitude of score should likely be ignored except
in cases where specifically gauging popularity is important. We argued that new methods
for quantifying outcome should be developed which focus on the response to a comment
by the community. This approach can be analogized to shifting the attention of diagnostic
focus away from detecting an ailment directly and towards detecting the symptoms of an
ailment (i.e. the “immune response” to hateful dialogue in a community). Specifically, we
aim to measure the effect a comment has on a community directly, rather than comparing
the comment to a pre-defined measure of goodness or badness.
While sophisticated NLP systems may be flummoxed by sarcasm and calls to context,
the humans who read and respond to comments have a much better chance of noticing
bad behaviour and responding to it - potentially in detectable ways. We argued that
specifically for actions which can be described as anti-social, it is likely that a pattern
exists in community responses that could be used to detect the presence of bad behaviour
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which is difficult to detect directly. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel approach
to the problem, specifically as it relates to social networks.
We showed that even with a simple set of features and procedures for aggregating those
features, a focus on community response yields surprisingly accurate classifiers, especially
in the score polarity prediction task. Moreover, we examined which features held the most
predictive power for specific tasks, highlighting the crossover between domains when they
appeared, and offering speculative explanations for the observed results.
3.5.2 Discussion
There is a clear path to extend this work into a model of agents’ trustworthiness on a
social network. Given a classifier like the one described above, for example, one that
predicts hateful terms in comments given the Descendants of that comment, H(c), an
agent’s reputation with respect to likelihood to use hateful terms might be calculated
as the average, maximum, or a weighted average of H evaluated over all of that agents’
submitted comments. Such a metric could then be integrated into a multi-faceted trust
system, like the ones described in Section 2.2.2 or in Chapter 4. In fact, multiple classifiers
for multiple different types of bad behaviour and negative community reactions could all
serve as distinct sources of evidence for such a model. A multi-faceted approach to trust
modeling would be particularly useful, as the importance of these metrics with respect to
some trust context should be learned in a data-driven manner.
One distinct advantage of hate speech detection via analysis of community response
which we have alluded to multiple times is that such a detector effectively side steps many
of the confounding issues in detecting hate speech directly, such as sarcasm, context, and
specific attempts to avoid detection. So long as the bad behaviour is noticed and responded
to as such by the community, the signals embedded in the response could be easier to detect.
In a sense, we leverage the power of human-level hate speech detectors (i.e. actual humans)
and posit that they respond to this behaviour in predictable ways. This may be because the
respondents to this anti-social behaviour have no incentive to try to hide their reactions,
for example, by being sarcastic or alluding slyly to some exterior context in order to make
their point. In Appendix B, we have included a number of illustrative examples from our
data set that were rated as being highly likely to contain hateful speech by the random
forest classifier we trained and reported on above. This appendix contains a number of
examples where complex objectionable ideas are expressed, which our classifier is highly
confident about.
One potential disadvantage of this approach which we have already alluded to is the
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completely “bottom-up” or a posteriori nature of the process. No “top-down” descriptions
of what is and is not objectionable behaviour are coded in to the system, beyond, for
example, a lexicon of hateful terms. But this lexicon only influences the labels that are
generated, not the association that is learned between features of responses and these
labels. We speculate that our classifiers are detecting hateful terms by noticing the angry
responses to this behaviour in the community, but this is not necessarily the case. As
we mentioned, were this process trained on data from communities where hate speech is
accepted and lauded, the type of reaction to hate speech that is learned could be very
different. As such, it is difficult to see how this system could be used across communities,
especially when trained on moderate communities and deployed on radical communities.
This disadvantage is a symptom of the pure bottom-up approach - the designers of the
system do not dictate what is and isn’t desirable, only what is to be detected. We rely
on the wisdom and good nature of the community to effectively flag comments which
cross a boundary - the boundary that is defined by the community itself. Such a system
gives no power to define a priori where the boundary is between pro-social and anti-social
behaviour, only to detect where the community in aggregate has placed that boundary.
We will discuss more about the tension between bottom-up and top-down approaches in
Chapter 5.
Another disadvantage is that this approach has nothing to say about comments that
were simply ignored. A comment could be replete with anti-social content, but if no one
ever notices it and replies to it, there is no basis for this model to make a prediction on.
This disadvantage also relates to the bottom-up approach - our methods’ definition of
goodness and badness is entirely a posteriori - some sort of reaction from the community
is necessary to have any clue what is happening.
Finally, we offer an additional perspective on the connection of this specific research
to the larger topic of modeling trust in social networks. As we will discuss further in
Section 5.1, modeling the trustworthiness of an author of a comment in a social network
has proven to be rather elusive. Some researchers have put effort into modeling crediblity
[72] or in demonstrating how credibility ratings can help to divert misleading majority
opinion [65, 66], but have largely set aside the process of deriving a value for an author’s
trustworthiness. The approach outlined in this chapter suggests that valuable insights
into the quality of an author can be gained by carefully analyzing the effect that agent is
having on others. The ultimate aim may be to imagine users whose comments provoke bad
reactions (thus disrupting a community) as having a bad reputation, which can be a useful
indicator for reasoning about trustworthiness. Once this reputation or trustworthiness has
been assessed, then it could potentially be used while performing message recommendation





In this chapter we describe an experiment which explores the influence of personaliza-
tion and context on a multi-faceted trust model. In particular, we hypothesize that the
propensity of agents to form trust relationships may vary on an individual basis, and that
increasing the resolution of trust prediction by clustering agents and learning trust for-
mulation behaviours at the level of these clusters, rather than on the entire population
of agents, may have a positive impact on the performance of a trust-aware recommender
system. We argue that this increase in resolution constitutes a form of personalization (al-
beit, performed at a group level rather than at an individual level). In addition, we explore
the impact of considering differing contexts of trust by testing the effect of predicting two
types of trust links.
At the heart of our solution is an effort to predict novel trust links in a social network
by using machine learning methods to determine how to weight feature importance, and to
approximate trust formulation procedures among groups of similar agents. Our approach
makes use of the flexibility of MFTM, which we demonstrate by combining features drawn
from two existing proposals with our own novel features. Evaluation is performed by
measuring the error rates on a recommendation task that incorporates trust information.




Figure 4.1: Example Yelp review with rating
4.1 Motivation
As we have argued in Section 2.2.2, multi-faceted trust modeling provides a highly flexible
and general framework for the application of trust models to various domains. In this work,
we argue specifically for the application of MFTM to social networks, as these domains are
replete with possible trust-relevant indicators.
4.1.1 Choice of data set
We used data from Yelp, a popular social-network and item-rating service to train and
evaluate our models. On Yelp, users can indicate binary social trust towards other users
and submit ratings for products/businesses/websites (taken together, and following the
trend in recommender systems literature, these entities are called “items”) that they have
experienced, indicating their satisfaction with that product/business/website. These rat-
ings are integers in the range [1, 5], illustrated as stars, where higher numbers indicate a
stronger recommendation. An example 5-star review for Schwartz’s Deli2 is presented in
Figure 4.1.
We used this data set particularly because it is amenable to validation of trust model
effectiveness via a downstream item recommendation task.
To expand on this point: one of the recurring challenges in the development of trust
models is finding grounds for the validation of the accuracy of the models [14]. Since trust
models aim to predict new trust links, trust is subjective, and the predictions of trust
models can be followed or ignored by independent agents, it is difficult to truly evaluate
the effectiveness of models without deploying a system on an active service and measuring
the real effects of trust link prediction on active agents. This is difficult, expensive and
2Note, this user has mistaken smoked meat for corned beef.
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requires the cooperation of an active social network service, so many models validate their
effectiveness on data generated by an agent simulation instead (e.g. [38, 87, 59, 12]). While
this is a useful approach for contrasting the effectiveness of various models and gives the
researcher a large amount of control for simulating specific types of agent behavior, it
clearly adds a layer of ambiguity between the reported effectiveness of the model and its
potential for real world application. In some cases, merely changing simulation parameters
can defeat systems that had performed well on the simulations their creators had designed
[41].
A rising trend in this field is to validate models by applying their predictions to a
downstream recommendation task (e.g. [22, 50]): that is, using the trust model to predict
novel trust links, Γ̂, in a MAS, then feeding those predicted links into a trust-aware item
recommendation system. These trust-aware recommender systems incorporate both user-
item rating behavior and user-user social/trust connections to better recommend items
by leveraging the fact that social/trust connections exert influence on the preferences of
agents (e.g. you are more likely to watch/enjoy a film a trusted friend recommends)3. The
logic of this two part process is that when a trust model is able to accurately predict trust
links in the context of peer to peer item recommendation, then the resulting accuracy of
the recommender system trained with those links will improve.
More information about the Yelp data set will be presented below in Section 4.2.
4.1.2 Personalization
The rationale for testing the effect of personalization is simple: we expect trust formula-
tion procedures to vary from person to person, therefore learning approximations of trust
formulation procedures may be more accurate on a more personalized scale.
We have already explained that trust is a subjective phenomenon, and from personal
experience we can verify that trust formulation procedures among humans vary. For ex-
ample, some of us place a heavy importance on shared history and community involvement
when choosing a car mechanic to trust, while others place importance on popularity and
creative radio ads. As trust is inherently subjective, we do not impose the belief that one
individual’s trust formulation procedure is more correct than another’s.
The inherent subjectivity of trust has important implication from a machine learning
perspective. In particular, it implies that trust predictors trained on large data sets rep-
resenting the behavior of many individuals are not necessarily more correct than those
3See Section 2.3.6.
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trained on smaller groups. While the predictor trained in the former case will likely have
a higher accuracy across the broad population, it is essentially learning the “average”
trust formulation procedure, potentially disadvantaging agent’s whose preferences are not
aligned with the population at large.
The approach to personalization we take is to cluster users based on item and social
preference similarity, then learn distinct predictors based on the data associated with each
cluster of users. This approach was suggested in Fang et al. [22], but was not pursued.
While our approach is useful for capturing the variance of trust formulation in smaller
groups, it does not attempt to learn the preferences of individual agents. We will discuss
possible avenues for truly individual personalization of trust modeling and other approaches
in Section 6.2.2.
4.1.3 Context
As we argued in Section 2.2, context is a critical semantic of trust. To illustrate, context is
important as one may trust a peer to recommend a movie or restaurant, but not to fix their
car. In this section, we consider specifically the context of recommending items. This is
the case where agent ai encourages agent aj to invest resources into accessing or consuming
item k based on their own experience with it. This particular context, while slightly generic
(i.e. recommending movies and recommending restaurants could be considered different
contexts), is appropriate for the recommendation task outlined above. In the next section,
we will outline how data was filtered to help restrict the broadness of the context.
Given this context, it is unclear if predicting friendship or trust links is the most
relevant target of prediction. For example, while it is well known that recommendations and
influence from friends are impactful under diverse contexts (e.g. [3, 28]), it has also been
shown that in multiple data sets from online environments that friendship only correlates
weakly with similarity in reviewing behavior [32].
Therefore, keeping context in mind, it may be more effective to predict positive review
score correlation between agents directly. Accordingly, in this work we conduct tests where
both explicit links (declarations of friendship/trust) and implicit links (positive review score
correlation) are the target of prediction in order to test whether the latter is more relevant
than the former.
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4.2 Data Set and Data Filtering
Yelp is a product review site and social network of crowd-sourced reviews targeting brick-
and-mortar businesses. The product review side of the site involves businesses and services
such as schools, restaurants and plumbing services, which are presented as individual items
for users to review on a one to five star scale. Users can also write text reviews outlining
their opinion of a service. The owners of businesses can also interact with the site by
uploading meta data describing their business, such as hours of operation, location, and
menus. In addition to writing reviews of services, users of the site can form mutual friend-
ships and follow other users in order to receive the recommendations of these trusted users
first.
The friendship relation on the site is important to some users to filter out the opinions
of unknown and untrusted users. As one user put it4:
For me I like it when I am looking at a new restaurant, etc., my yelp friends will
come up first on the reviews. I have come to trust their opinions and insights.
To which another user replied:
Yep, they nailed it. I don’t need to see the reviews of the moron majority of
Yelp any more. I just see trusted friends.
As these quotes outline, because of the feature where the reviews of friends are given
priority, the friendship relation can be used as a tool for expressing mutual trust in the
context of item recommendation.
Data describing users, reviews and businesses is made public by Yelp on a regular basis5.
The full data set from 2019 contained descriptions of 1,637,138 users, 192,609 businesses,
and 6,685,900 reviews.
We filtered the data set both to reduce the massive amount of data and to narrow down
the context of trust in focus. Specifically, we only considered users who had reviewed at
least 20 businesses that were tagged as restaurants. This narrows the context of trust from
4This conversation can be retrieved at: https://www.yelp.com/topic/
glenside-whats-the-purpose-of-having-friends-on-yelp. An archived version of the page




(a) Review score distribution (b) Friend counts
Figure 4.2: Review scores and friend counts
“recommending businesses or services” to “recommending restaurants” and reduces the
data set down to 30,721 users and 4,432,064 reviews concerning 74,560 businesses. This
filtering procedure was inspired by [50].
Statistics from the filtered data set are presented in the Table 4.1 and in the histograms
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. As can be seen, there is a relatively well spread out distribution of
scores given to items6, centered around 4 stars. This leads to a relatively difficult prediction
task, as predicting the median review score is only correct in 35% of cases. Counts of friends
and reviews are plotted on a logarithmic scale, and show a “long tail” distribution that is
common in online phenomenon [70].
Mean Median Mode Min Max
Friends Per User 153.23 45 1 1 9564
Review Per User 49.66 33 20 20 3159
Average User Rating 3.74 3.77 4 1.33 5
Reviews Per Item 59.33 17 3 3 8349
Global Review Scores 3.72 4 4 1 5
Table 4.1: Yelp Filtered Data Statistics
6Compared to the popular Epinions data set, where nearly 80% of reviews are 5 stars.
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(a) Number of reviews submitted per user. (b) Number of reviews received per item.
Figure 4.3: Reviews submitted and received counts
4.3 Methodology
In this work we test the effect of personalization or trust link prediction on an item recom-
mendation task. In particular, we test whether clustering agents and learning trust link
predictors on the basis of clusters of similar agents, as opposed to learning a single trust
link predictor for the entire population of agents, can increase the accuracy of trust-aware
item recommendation systems. We also test the effect of altering the type of trust link
prediction by either attempting to predict the presence of an explicit friend/trust link or
predicting positive correlation in item review scores.
Our final analysis will report the recommendation accuracy of 7 configurations, where
each configuration uses an identical set of agents and recommendation procedures, but a
different procedure for predicting the trust links between agents. Each configuration is
given a name reflecting which (if any) type of clustering was performed, and which type of
trust link was predicted. The complete list is presented in Table 4.2.
When the first step is skipped, no personalization is performed (i.e. the first three
items in the list above). When the second step is skipped, no trust link prediction is
performed (i.e. the first item in the list above). The rationale of skipping certain steps is
to compare and contrast the effect applying these steps has on the final accuracy of the
recommendation task.
The entire procedure can be described sequentially, as follows. Each step will be briefly
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Experiment Name Experiment Description
RealLinks Perform no prediction of trust links whatsoever. Use the
real, explicit trust/friend links in the data set.
FriendPredict Predict trust/friendship links with no personalization
step (i.e. learn one trust predictor for the entire popu-
lation of agents).
PrefPredict Predict positive review score correlation with no person-
alization.
PrefCluster-PrefPredict Determine clusters of agents with similar preferences for
items (i.e. positive item review score correlation) and
predict positive review score correlation links for each
cluster.
PrefCluster-FriendPredict Determine clusters of agents with similar preferences for
items (i.e. positive item review score correlation) and
predict trust/friendship links for each cluster.
SocialCluster-PrefPredict Determine clusters of agents with high overlaps in their
social circles and predict positive review score correla-
tion links for each cluster.
SocialCluster-FriendPredict Determine clusters of agents with high overlaps in their
social circles and predict trust/friendship links for each
cluster.
Table 4.2: Experiment descriptions
explained, noting its inputs and outputs, then will be more carefully considered in subsec-
tions below.
• Clustering
– Input: All agents A and an agent-agent similarity matrix, S.
– Output: An assignment of every agent to a cluster, C
– Description: Partition the agents into groups of highly similar agents. We used
social circle overlap (Jaccard Similarity) and review score correlation (Pearson
Correlation Coefficient) as similarity measures. We developed two clustering
methods for this step.
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• Trust Link Prediction
– Input: Clusters of agents, C, and trust indicator function Ψ(a, b).
– Output: A matrix of trust link predictions, Γ̂
– Description: For each cluster cl of agents a logistic regression learns a distinct
MFTM trust prediction function for that cluster. We experimented with pre-
dicting friendship links and positive review score correlation. Output a |A|×|A|
matrix, Γ̂, where, Γ̂ij = 1 if the classifier for the i’th agent’s cluster predicts a
trust link between agents i and j and 0 otherwise.
• Recommendation Evaluation
– Input: Agent-item rating matrix R, trust link prediction matrix, Γ̂.
– Output: A agent-item matrix of predicted review scores, R̂.
– Description: Given reviews present in the original data set and the predictions
from the previous step train a trust-aware recommender system to predict review
scores. After training, we evaluate the correctness of the recommender on a
reserved testing set using Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) metrics.
4.3.1 Clustering
Our main hypothesis involves exploring the effect that personalization can have on the
effectiveness of trust link prediction. However, currently data sets make it difficult to
test truly individual personalization. This is because explicit elicitation of factors which
influence trust on a personal level is rare on most services, and most agents have not par-
ticipated in enough activity in order to accurately measure the patterns of their preferences
implicit in their behavior. Therefore, we focus on clusters of similar agents rather than
considering each agent distinctly. We posit that if personalization at this level of granu-
larity is sufficient to increase the accuracy of our trust models, then we will have found
evidence that some level of personalization is indeed useful for the trust modeling task,
and will have motivated further research in the area.
Clustering procedures generally rely on the definition of a distance or closeness (alter-
natively, similarity) metric between elements to be clustered [61]. In this work, we tested
two separate similarity functions. Specifically, we tested clustering agents on the basis
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where Ri,j is the set of items which both agents ai and aj have reviewed, rik is the rating
given by agent ai to item k, r̄k is the average rating for item k, and friends(ai) is the set
of agents ai has entered into mutual friendship with. Put otherwise, we clustered agents
on the basis of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient of scores they had given in reviews to
items and on the basis of the Jaccard Similarity of their friend groups.
The choice of both metrics was motivated by a desire to extract metrics from our data
which:
1. Are relatively generic (i.e. could likely be applied to similar data sets).
2. Could plausibly be argued to constitute a basis for determining which agents are
similar enough that we might expect their trust formulation procedures to also be
similar.
Since our context of trust is based on recommending items, we argue that both criteria
are met. For 1., we argue it is reasonable to assume that on any online service with an
item review and recommendation component, it will be possible to calculate Equation 4.1.
Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that Equation 4.2 will often be computable on these
services, as it is widely believed that friend relationships are a useful tool for expressing
preference alignment among agents in such domains [32]. For 2., we argue that socialSim′
directly satisfies this criteria by its definition, as socialSim′ measures the observed sim-
ilarity in the output of a trust-like relationship formation procedure (friendship). For
prefSim′, we argue that if two agents a and b have demonstrated a strong preference for
similar items, then it is reasonable to conclude that their procedures for choosing who to
trust for new recommendations should be similar. Thus, it is reasonable to cluster them
under this context.
While we have argued that these similarity metrics are relevant for our goals, they do
present challenges as metrics for clustering algorithms. Specifically:
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• Both metrics violate the triangle inequality.
• Both metrics can sometimes be undefined (when the denominator is 0).
As many clustering algorithms are defined over Euclidean spaces, these caveats represent
significant restrictions of possible approaches. It is somewhat helpful that the second caveat
can be addressed by simply substituting default values in the case where division by zero
would occur. Accordingly, we used the following metrics in our final procedure:
prefSim(ai, aj) =














0 if |friends(ai) ∪ friends(aj)| = 0
socialSim′(ai, aj) otherwise
(4.4)
Note that 0 ≤ prefSim(ai, aj) ≤ 2, where values below 1 indicate a negative correlation.
Therefore, the most appropriate default value is 1. Similarly, 0 ≤ socialSim(ai, aj) ≤ 1,
where values near 0 indicate very few common friends between ai and aj, thus, the most
appropriate default value when neither agent has any friends is 0. In addition, in Equation
4.3 we have also substituted a default value when |Ri,j| < 4. This is because correlation
tests produce noisy results with small data sets, making it prudent to choose a cutoff point
under which no correlation metrics are considered. Meanwhile, if this cutoff is too high,
then potentially useful data is ignored to avoid error. We chose the cutoff at 4 arbitrarily.
While this at least leaves the similarity functions well defined, it also creates a situation
where the vast number of pairs of agents have a default distance between them, as any
two randomly picked agents in a large enough environment will be unlikely to have any
interaction history. This is a potential issue as it may causes clusters to appear significantly
less cohesive than they actually are, e.g. in the case where agents a and b have “default”
distance between them, but are both close to agent c. In this case, a and b should likely
be in the same cluster as c, even if they don’t themselves appear to share any relationship.
Note how this bears conceptual similarity to the concept of trust transitivity as introduced
in Section 2.2.3.
In addition to the challenges described above, our clustering task had the additional
goal of finding relatively large clusters. This is because our “downstream” goal was to
learn personalized classifiers for each cluster of agents. If clusters are too small, then the
accuracy of classifiers will suffer.
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Given these goals and constraints, our first attempt at a clustering was a simple, non-
iterative greedy algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm takes as input the set of
agents to be clustered, A, the similarity matrix between agents S (where Si,j = sim(ai, aj)
for some similarity function) and the desired size of clusters η.
Algorithm 1: Greedy non-iterative clustering
Data: agents: A, similarity matrix: S, cluster size: η
Result: assignment of agents to clusters: C
1 C ← ∅;
2 while |freeAgents(A,C)| > η do
3 a← pickcentroid(A,C, S);
4 c← {a};
5 while |c| < η do
6 next← pickNext(c, A,C, S);
7 c← c ∪ {next};
8 C ← C ∪ c;
9 C ← C ∪ freeAgents(A,C);
10 return C ;
In the above, freeAgents(A,C) returns the set of agents not yet assigned to a cluster in
C (unassigned agents), pickCentroid(A,C, S) returns the unassigned agent with the great-
est mean similarity to all other agents, and pickNext(c, A,C, S) returns the unassigned
agent with the greatest mean similarity to the agents in c.
Roughly, Algorithm 1 partitions the set of agents into at least b|A|/ηc clusters of size η.
It does this by picking the most central unassigned agent as the core of a new cluster ci, then
adding agents to that cluster in order of greatest mean similarity to agents already in cluster
ci until |ci| = η. The process repeats for ci+1, except only agents not already assigned to a
cluster are considered. This continues until less than η agents remain unassigned, at which
point all unassigned agents are added to a final cluster of unspecified size.
Clearly this algorithm is quite simple, but it is appropriate for the constraints outlined
above. Firstly, all clusters of agents except for one will have a guaranteed minimum size η,
allowing control over the minimum training data size for the downstream prediction task.
More importantly, it handles the non-Euclidean nature of the data by using the mean
distance of all points in a cluster as a similarity metric, rather than a geometric center7.
7This is inspired by the average linkage criterion used in hierarchical clustering algorithms [61]. We
tested clustering this data hierarchically, but had little success producing clusters of reasonable size.
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We improved this algorithm by transforming it into an iterative version listed below
(Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2: Modified k-means clustering
Data: agents: A, similarity matrix: S, cluster count: k, max iterations: m
Result: assignment of agents to clusters: C
1 C ← greedilyPartition(A, S, b|A|/kc);
2 for i ∈ [0...m] do
3 S ′ ← computeClusterSims(A,C, S);
4 for ai ∈ A do
5 C ← assignToNearestCluster(ai, S ′, C);
6 return C ;
In the above, greedilyPartition(A,C, S) assigns each agent to a cluster using the pro-
cedure outlined above in Algorithm 1. computeClusterSims(A,C, S) computes a new
similarity matrix, S ′, between agents and clusters, where S ′i,j is the average similarity
between agent i and all agents in the j’th cluster (other than themselves):
S ′i,j =
1




where 1(cond) is the function which is equal to 1 when cond is true and 0 otherwise.
assignToNearestCluster(ai, S
′, C) computes a modification of the current set of clusters
C by moving agent ai to the cluster cj that maximizes S
′
i,j, that is, the cluster for which
they have the highest average similarity with other cluster members, (with ties broken
randomly). This process repeats for a predetermined maximum number of iterations m.
This process is much closer to classic k-means clustering, again with the modification
that distances between clusters and points must be calculated on the basis of mean dis-
tances rather than distances to the cluster’s geometric center. In addition, rather than
picking random points to serve as initial cluster centers, the initial clusters are determined
by a greedy partitioning method. These modifications result in an algorithm that, in our
experiments, tended to produce relatively large and cohesive clusters.
Notably, a minimum cluster size is no longer guaranteed by this clustering method,
which we have pointed out is a desirable feature for our later prediction task. We will
describe our procedure for dealing with this in Section 4.3.2.
Both Algorithm 1 and 2 require a parameter used to control the number of clusters (η
and k respectively). When performing our experiments, we determined values for these
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(a) Intra-cluster distance (lower is better) (b) Cluster silhouette scores (higher is better)
Figure 4.4: Yelp data preference clustering results
parameters by running the clustering step multiple times over a range of parameters with
a relatively low maximum iteration setting, then choosing the best performing parameter
to proceed with.
In Figures 4.4 and 4.5 we illustrate the performance of clustering techniques as the
number of clusters (k) is altered. We measure cluster cohesiveness using two metrics,
mean-intra cluster distance and silhouette score. In the below, dist(i, j) is the appropriate
distance measure for the similarity function chosen, i.e. if sim(i, j) is high when i and j














That is, the average distance between all elements in a cluster and the other elements in
that cluster, averaged over all clusters.
Silhouette score s(j) for a single clustered point j which has been assigned to cluster
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(a) Intra-cluster distance (lower is better) (b) Cluster silhouette scores (higher is better)
Figure 4.5: Yelp data social clustering results


















if |ci| > 1
0 otherwise
(4.8)
That is, a(j) is the average distance point j has to other points in its cluster. b(j) is
the minimum distance from j to to any other point not in the same cluster as j. s(j) is the
silhouette score for the point j. When a point exists which is not in the same cluster as j
but is closer to j than the average point in j’s cluster, then the score is negative. When
the closest point to j outside of its cluster is farther away than the average distance of
point in j’s cluster, then the score is positive. The silhouette score for a set of clusters C
is calculated by taking the average of a random sample of points from different clusters.
Both metrics capture a sense of the cohesiveness of a set of clusters, and can be used
to judge the relative merits of different clustering schemes and parameter settings. While
both metrics are interesting, there are a few caveats to consider. First, for this data set
and clustering algorithm, it is expected that intra-cluster distance will decrease as cluster
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count increases. This is shown to be true in the results reported. Thus, this metric is
better suited for showing the difference in performance between clustering methods than
it is for choosing a value of k. The silhouette metric does a better job of outlining the
tradeoff for k values, as it will punish a method for assigning two close points to separate
clusters. Therefore, a value of k that maximizes the silhouette score over a range is a more
appropriate guide to choosing a value of k.
Noticeably, performance on both scores is low in an absolute sense. Silhouette score
ranges from [−1, 1], where positive scores are good and negative bad. Our clustering
algorithms achieve scores in the range of [−0.06, 0.02] - a tiny portion of the possible range
near 0. Similarly, the scores for intra cluster dist should range from [0, 2], where small scores
are good, and our algorithms find scores in the [0.95, 0.99] range. Why is this the case?
The answer is related to the sparsity of defined links between agents when all |A|2 possible
pairs of agents are considered. As most agents do not know most other agents, and there
is no basis for determining the similarity (distance) between them, in the vast majority of
cases sim(ai, aj) is equal to a default value for randomly picked i and j. Therefore, as both
metrics take some kind of average of the distances between pairs of agents, the metrics will
always be close to the default distance.
Should these low absolute scores deter us from this method? We argue they should
not. First, as we have briefly argued above, the nature of this data implies that average
measures of cluster cohesiveness will always be close to a default. Secondly, the trend
lines show that appropriate choice of k and cluster methodology can effect the sign and
magnitude of silhouette scores in consistent ways - for example, when k goes above 60
in Figure 4.4 (b). We take this as an indication that positive results are not simply a
coincidence.
4.3.2 Trust link prediction
Our trust link prediction procedure was intended to combine what we perceived to be the
best traits of the work of Fang et al. [22] and Mauro et al. [50]. Both works tested the
effects of predicting trust links using Multi Faceted Trust Modeling (MFTM) on an item
recommendation task.
In [50], a relatively large number of domain specific trust indicators are proposed for
the Yelp data set; however, the importance of each trust indicator is not learned in a data
driven way. Instead, they selectively enable and disable indicators for each performance
test, combining their values by simply taking the average of the enabled indicators. In [22],
a relatively small number of generic trust indicators are proposed for an Epinions data set.
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The importance of each indicator is learned via logistic regression and performance is tested
under a number of different sparsity conditions8.
We will compare our work more closely to the works of Fang et al. and Mauro et al.
in Chapter 5. In our work, we combined indicators proposed in both work and adopted
a data-driven indicator importance weighting procedure. In addition, personalization for
MFTM via clustering was proposed (but not tested) in [22], an approach which we evaluate
here.
Trust indicator list
To quickly restate the goals of MFTM9, we wish to define a vector of trust indicators









aj)→ y, where y is some type of trust link.
In Table 4.3 we have listed all trust indicators that we calculated for Yelp data. When
an indicator was proposed in the works of either Fang et al. [22] or Mauro et al. [50], we
have indicated this in the last column (although some were also adjusted by us, as clarified
below). Some indicators are defined specifically for pairs of agents (e.g. the similarity of
rating behavior for two agents), while others are defined on the basis of a single agent. In
Yelp data, the only explicit trust link present is mutual friendship.
Here, we describe some of these indicators in full detail, in order to illustrate some less
obvious indicators. Complete descriptions of the indicators not described here are available
in [22] and [50].
Benevolence: Already described in Equation 4.3. In [22], r̄j, the average rating
given to item j was replaced with r̄i, the average score agent i gave to items. We made
this replacement as a common rating behavior in the Yelp data set was for an agent
to only submit 5 star reviews, causing frequent divisions by zero. By comparing to the
global average rating of an item, this behavior is no longer an issue. Intuitively, when
benevolence(ai, aj) is high, agents ai and aj may be inclined to trust each other’s reviews,
as they have reviewed items similarly in the past.
Competence: A threshold value ε is used to determine how often the trustee’s ratings
where “close enough” to the ratings of other agents who had also rated those items to be
8We use logistic regression because of its simplicity and interpretability. Note that while this model can
only learn a linear boundary between classes, using a non-linear model is also possible. However simply
using a non-linear model without clustering would not by itself lead to more personalized recommendations.







k∈Ij 1(|rij − rkj| < ε)∑
j∈Ri |Ij|
(4.9)
Where Ri is all the items the i’th agent has rated and Ij is the set of all agents who have
rated item j and rij is the rating agent i gave to item j. Competence is high when an
agent’s rating behavior is similar to the plurality of agents. Since ratings on Yelp use a
5-star scale, we used the threshold value 0.5. Intuitively, when competence(aj) is high,
aj may be trustworthy for agents who consider agreement with popular consensus to be
important.
Predictability: A threshold value θ is used to determine how often a trustee’s prefer-












1(rik − rjk < −θ) (4.12)
predictability(ai, aj) =
max(nu, nn, np)−min(nu, np, nn)
|Ri,j|
(4.13)
where nu, nn, and np count how many times the trustee rated an item about the same as
the truster, lower than the truster, and higher than the truster respectively. Accordingly,
predictability is lowest when nu = nn = np, meaning the trustee rates items better, worse,
and equivalent to the truster in equal amounts. This would mean there isn’t a justification
to expect that the trustee has a bias in any particular direction, relative to the truster.
Similar to Competence, we used a threshold value of 0.5. Intuitively, predictability(ai, aj)
may be important to ai deciding whether or not to trust aj, as it is useful to know whether
aj’s ratings have a consistent bias compared to ai.
Visibility: The relative popularity of agent, taking into consideration how much con-






Where appr(i) is the number of public “appreciations” an agent has received from
other agents (e.g. likes) and contr(i) is the number of contributions an agent has made
(e.g. posts, reviews). Intuitively, when visibility(aj) is high, aj may be trustworthy to
agents who consider consistent popularity important.
Name Description Source
Benevolence Equation 4.3, the similarity in rating behavior between
truster and trustee.
Fang
Integrity How similar the trustee’s ratings are to the global aver-
age.
Fang
Competence How often the trustee’s ratings are within an acceptable
range of other agents’ ratings
Fang
Predictability How consistently the trustee’s ratings are more/less pos-
itive than the truster’s
Fang
SocialJacc relab, Equation 4.4, the Jaccard similarity in the truster
and trustees friend sets
Mauro
EliteYears elitea, the number of elite years the trustee has Mauro
ProfileUp lupa, the number of compliments on the trustee’s profile Mauro
Fans opLeadera, the number of fans the trustee has Mauro
Visibility visa, the ratio of compliments received to amount of
content produced by the trustee
Mauro
GlobalFeedback fba, the number of compliments the trustee’s content
has received
Mauro
EliteNorm EliteYears divided by trustee account age in years
ProfileNorm ProfileUp divided by trustee account age in years
FansNorm Fans divided by trustee account age in years
FeedbackNorm GlobalFeesback divided by trustee account age in years
ItemJacc Jaccard similarity relative to items reviewed.
CategoryJacc Jaccard similarity relative to categories of items re-
viewed
AreFriends Are truster and trustee friends
AreFoF Are truster and trustee friends of friends
Table 4.3: Trust indicators used for Yelp data.
Some of the indicators listed in Table 4.3 were developed by us. For example, we
normalized a number of the indicators proposed by [50] by dividing by how many years the
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target user had been on the site. This is useful for giving newer users a chance to compete
with older users on certain attributes (e.g. how many “fans” they’ve accrued). We also
computed the Jaccard similarity between users with respect to the sets of items they had
reviewed and the categories of items they had reviewed, reasoning that these indicators
would help to outline the case when users has similar areas of interest. Finally, we checked
to see if pairs of users were friends of friends, a potentially useful feature for integrating
trust transitivity into reasoning.
When computing these trust indicators, it appears necessary to consider all ordered
pairs of agents in the environment, as trust is directed and can occur between any two
agents. This presents a significant computational bound on the number of agents that can
be considered. Discussion of this issue, and our approach to minimizing this impact is
presented in Appendix C. In brief, only pairs of agents where there is significant evidence
that the pair have an overlap in interests / social circle are actually considered as candidates
for novel trust link prediction.
Classification process
The trust indicators listed in Table 4.3 were used to predict two types of trust links
1) whether the truster had explicitly expressed trust in the trustee (friendship), and 2)
whether the truster and trustee had a positive correlation in review scores (e.g. Equation
4.3). Note, in the case where expressed trust was the target of prediction, review score
correlation was considered as evidence (e.g. included in Ψ(ai, aj)) and vice versa, although
the target of prediction was obviously not considered as evidence.
Following the example set by Fang et al [22], we use logistic regression to learn functions
that predict the presence of statistically likely trust links based on the vector of trust
indicators computed between pairs of agents. We refer to these functions as “trust link
classifiers”, as once learned, they classify each ordered pair of agents as either being linked
by trust (the former should trust the latter) or not. We used the SAGA solver logistic
regression classifier included in the sklearn Python package [57] to learn these functions.
In the case where no clustering was performed, a single classifier was learned for all
agents. When clustering was performed, a classifier was learned for each cluster of agents.
Thus, each cluster specific classifier learns how the agents in the cluster form trust links in
their role as trusters. This makes obvious a substantial tradeoff to this approach to per-
sonalization: the more clusters are found (increasing cluster cohesiveness up to a point),
the less data available to train machine-learning classifiers (decreasing prediction accu-
racy). We will discuss other potential approaches to personalization in Chapter 5. For
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our purposes, we only learned cluster specific classifiers for clusters that had at least 100
agents and at least 1000 positive outgoing trust links. When a cluster failed to meet these
standards, it was assigned a generic classifier, trained on examples from a random sample
of users across all clusters. We implemented this strategy in order to avoid training wildly
inaccurate classifiers. When training the cluster-specific classifiers, all available data rele-
vant to each cluster was used for training. This is because we are not directly interested
in how well each classifier is able to fit each cluster, only on whether this personalization
process increases the accuracy of the downstream recommendation task. Therefore, it is
not necessary to reserve a test/validation set for any trust link classifier. Note, at this
point, test sets of ratings data are already reserved for the recommendation task outlined
in the next section.
A common problem in link prediction generally is the large class imbalance between
positive and negative examples. Put simply, the number of negative examples of trust
links in a community of agents (agents that have nothing to do with each other, have
never communicated, or who genuinely do not trust each other) grows with O(|A|2), while
positive examples (friends, trust) have much more conservative linear growth. This can be
either because humans have an upper limit on how many others they will trust, or, like on
Yelp, technical limitations are imposed on the number of allowed friends. Compounding
the problem is that there are two kinds of negative examples, which are often difficult to
distinguish between. On the one hand, agents ai and aj may not be friends simply because
they have never met. On the other hand, they may have interacted and prefer not to do
so again in the future.
Therefore, it is necessary to devise a strategy for training classifiers to deal with this
imbalance and ambiguity. One popular method, which we have used here, is to construct
balanced training sets by including a random negative link for every positive link. This
method has the advantage of requiring no further tinkering to classifiers in order to accom-
modate a class imbalance. The ambiguity in negative links is ignored as best as possible
by simply sampling negative links randomly.
After training classifiers for each cluster, trust link prediction is performed by feeding
the trust indicator vector Ψ(ai, aj) to the appropriate classifier for the cluster of agent ai.
Ultimately a matrix of trust link predictions Γ̂ is produced, where Γ̂ij = 1 if the classifier
for the i’th agent’s cluster predicts a trust link from ai to aj with probability greater than
0.5. It is noted once again that predictions were only made for pairs of agents that were
considered to be in the same neighborhood, as described in Appendix C.
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4.3.3 Recommender evaluation
Two trust-aware recommender systems were used to measure the accuracy of the trust
links predicted in the previous step: TrustMF and MTR. Two systems were evaluated
in order to reduce the risk (e.g. of using a a flawed implementation that skews results).
TrustMF leverages matrix factorization and gradient descent to optimize predictions of
user-item ratings, as described above in Section 2.3.6. We used the Librec implementation
of TrustMF for our experiments [31]. MTR is a trust aware modification of a similarity
based KNN recommendation model proposed by Mauro et al. [50]. Under this system, the
predicted rating for an agent i for an item j is:







Where r̄i is the mean score agent i has given in ratings, N
κ
j (i) is the set of the top κ most
influential agents on i who have also rated item j, and infki is the influence agent k’s
recommendation exerts on agent i: a linear combination of the similarity between k and i’s
past rating behaviour and a trust metric, in our case the probability that k is trustworthy
for i according to the predictions of the trust model in the previous step.
infki = β · σ(ik) + (1− β) · Γ̂ik (4.16)
where β is simply a parameter for controlling the weight of trust modeling on the recom-
mendation process. When Γ̂ik was undefined (e.g. in the case where i and k are not in
the same neighborhood, see Appendix C), a value of 0 was substituted. We modified an
implementation of a KNN based recommender system distributed in the Surprise library
[34] to test this method.
Accuracy of recommendation was measured by Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root












(r̂ij − rij)2 (4.18)
where R and R̂ are a set of real agent-item ratings and predicted agent-item ratings re-
spectively, and rij is the rating given by user i to item j. MAE simply captures the average
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(a) MAE as λt increases. (b) RMSE as λt increases.
Figure 4.6: Tuning λt for TrustMF
unsigned error in predictions across all ratings, while RMSE is more heavily penalized for
gratuitously erroneous ratings and less penalized for very nearly correct ratings. These
measures can be analogized to the mean and variance of a distribution over prediction
error. As measures of error, we prefer recommendations that minimize these measures.
Thus for all of the following graphs lower values are better. The sensitivity of RMSE to
outliers is a useful property for this application, as grossly inaccurate predictions can erode
user trust in future recommendations.
TrustMF has the following significant hyperparameters: the regulation penalty λ, the
weight given to fitting the user-user trust matrix (as opposed to the user-item rating
matrix), λt, and the number of dimensions of the latent space d. We kept the number of
dimensions at the default of 10 and the regulation penalty at 0.01. In order to determine
an appropriate setting for λt, we sampled 10000 users from the filtered Yelp data set and
plotted MAE and RMSE over the change in λt. Results of this tuning are presented in
Figure 4.6. For readability we have only plotted the best performing experiments from each
of the main groups10 (RealFriends as a baseline, FriendPrediction as a non-personalized
(MFTM) example, and PrefCluster-PredPredict as a personalized (PMFTM) example).
Each data point is the average of three runs with different random seeds, and an iteration
limit of 200 epochs. For these preliminary tests, we set the number of clusters at 10.
Recommendation accuracy changes little for the actual trust links in the data set (Re-
10See Table 4.2 for the complete list of experiments.
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(a) MAE as β increases. (b) RMSE as β increases.
Figure 4.7: Tuning β for MTR
alFriends) as the importance of trust for recommendation increases, but the MFTM and
PMFTM lines form roughly convex curves, reaching a range of minimal values around
0.8 < λt < 0.125. For future experiments, we set λt = 0.11.
Figure 4.6 also serves as some encouraging early results, showing both that the impact
of predicting trust links reduces recommendation error and a personalized approach can
reduce this error further, given the correct weighting of trust importance.
MTR has two significant hyper parameters: the maximum neighborhood size for a user
(e.g. the maximum number of peer recommendations that will be taken into consideration),
κ, and a social weighting parameter, the value of β in Equation 4.16. In their original
work, Mauro et al. [50] set β at 0.1, but did not report on how modifying this variable
effects recommendation accuracy11. We used all Yelp users from the filtered data set and
computed the recommendation accuracy as β changed using a set of predictions based on
a single social classifier (i.e. the FriendPredict setup). Results are illustrated in Figure 4.7,
showing a clear tradeoff between only considering user-user similarity and incorporating
trust. Similar results were seen for the PrefPredict experiments. Accordingly, future
experiment were run with a value of β = 0.3.
We ran experiments with κ set to 50, but also experimented later with modifying the
value of κ (to simulate sparsity). As a reminder, this value is the maximum number of
ratings that are considered when recommending to a user.
11Note, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.
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Test sets were created by reserving 20% of each user’s reviews. For all figures in this
section, except in the results shown in Figure 4.6, these reviews were excluded from every
step of the process12, that is, the clustering and link prediction steps did not have access
to these reviews. Due to the computation time required to generate and evaluate many
of these experiments, only the results reported in Table 4.4 were cross validated. In this
case, 5-fold cross validation was used with respect to users, so each user had a distinct
20% of their reviews reserved as a validation set for each of the folds. This validation set
was hidden from every step in the pipeline. This validation approach is similar to the ones
used in [50] and [22], where results were reported based on the average across folds of a
10-fold cross validation and the average across a complete leave-one-out cross validation,
respectively.
4.4 Results
In our original tests, we attempted to set the number of clusters, k, by evaluating the
silhouette scores of clusters in a large range for each data set, then simply choosing k based
on whichever cluster count had the highest silhouette score. Unfortunately this method was
fickle, as the silhouette evaluation is based on a random sample of the clusters, and a single
outlier could achieve a minimal score even if other nearby values of k were not optimal.
Further, it is basically a heuristic to use cluster cohesion to choose the number of clusters,
when ultimately we are interested in improving the personalized trust links. Therefore,
we iterated over a range of cluster values and repeated the entire experiment with each
choice of cluster score, using the MTR recommender system. Results are illustrated in
Figures 4.8 to 4.11. In general, results show that as the number of clusters searched for
(k) increases, the error in the task follows a consistent trend of reduction. Note that when
k = 1, the situation is equivalent to a non-personalized approach (as only searching for a
single cluster is equivalent to doing no clustering), and as k increases the granularity of
personalization increases. When predicting whether two users should be friends or not,
MAE can be lowered by 0.003 points by adding personalization, while when predicting
aligned preferences it is only lowered by 0.0005 points. These results are less impactful
than the early results seen using the TrustMF classifier in Figure 4.6. That said, the results
indicate a consistent trend of improvement as clustering based personalization is applied:
a fairly consistent line of decrease in error can be observed in all lines.
12In earlier versions of this work, we only split reviews into test and train sets at the last step (recom-
mender evaluation). This would allow, for example, the clustering step to use data to form clusters which
was later being tested on.
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(a) MAE as k increases. (b) RMSE as k increases.
Figure 4.8: Effect of k on error for SocialCluster-FriendPredict with MTR
(a) MAE as k increases. (b) RMSE as k increases.
Figure 4.9: Effect of k on error for PrefCluster-FriendPredict with MTR
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(a) MAE as k increases. (b) RMSE as k increases.
Figure 4.10: Effect of k on error for SocialCluster-PrefPredict with MTR
(a) MAE as k increases. (b) RMSE as k increases.
Figure 4.11: Effect of k on error for PrefCluster-PrefPredict with MTR
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(a) MAE as k increases. (b) RMSE as k increases.
Figure 4.12: SocialCluster-FriendPredict versus RandomCluster-FriendPredict.
We wished to verify that the results illustrated in these figures are indeed improving
because our clustering technique was finding groups of similar users, which allowed the
prediction techniques to learn more personalized classifiers for these groups. For instance,
it is conceivable that splitting users into groups and learning multiple classifiers is helpful
regardless of the groups picked, as this procedure would be similar to bootstrap aggregating
[6], which allows simple classifiers to model multiple weak correlations in data. To test this,
we repeated the FriendPredict experiment, but clustered agents into k clusters randomly13.
The results illustrated in Figure 4.12 compare this random clustering to clustering by social
circle overlap. This figure clearly shows that the reduction in error is largely due to the
non-random clustering approach. The solid and dashed lines start off identically at k = 1
on the x-axis (no clustering) but as the numbers of clusters increases, the error decreases,
for the case where social clusters are used. We take this as evidence that the clustering
technique is improving accuracy because clustering genuinely enables more personalized
predictions, not simply because the number of models being learned has increased.
We also experimented with modifying the κ variable on MTR, effectively simulating
sparsity, as this variable controls how many peer advisers can be considered for a recom-
mendation. Results illustrated in Figure 4.13 compare a accuracy on the SocialCluster-
FriendPredict task, comparing the error rates for a single cluster (unclustered) and for 55
clusters (clustered). Overall, the gap in error rate is most dramatic when a larger κ value
13This random clustering essentially partitions the data set into k random samples (a close emulation
of bootstrap aggregation).
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(a) MAE as κ increases. (b) RMSE as κ increases.
Figure 4.13: Effect of κ on accuracy for MTR.
is used, but the advantage for a clustered approach applies over the range of values.
Finally, in Table 4.4 we present the results of a 5-fold cross validation over user ratings
for these tasks. Best results are bolded. There are a number of interesting results. First,
the conceptually simple MTR system outperforms TrustMF across the board, despite the
fact that the TrustMF system was allowed to run for a much greater period of time in
order to reach convergence. This gap in performance is often dramatic, for example, in
the best cases for each system, MTR has a MAE that is 5% lower than TrustMF, and a
RMSE that is 1.6% lower.
MTR TrustMF
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
RealFriends .8610 1.1196 .8879 1.1205
FriendPredict .8453 1.0960 .9063 1.1179
SocialCluster-FriendPredict .8434 1.0932 .9120 1.1179
PrefCluster-FriendPredict .8436 1.0936 .9077 1.1189
PrefPredict .8551 1.1105 .8984 1.1109
SocialCluster-PrefPredict .8551 1.1103 .8987 1.1111
PrefCluster-PrefPredict .8551 1.1103 .8987 1.1111
Table 4.4: Recommendation error results.
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On the better performing MTR recommender system, the best results are achieved when
predicting friendship links rather than predicting preference correlation. This makes, sense,
as the MTR system already considers observable user preference (see Equation 4.16), thus
predicting new instances of aligned preferences is not likely to add much new information.
The best performing task, by a small margin, is the SocialCluster-FriendPredict task, which
basically reconfirms the findings presented earlier in this section (with the added certainty
of being averaged across folds). Clustering did not have an appreciable effect (at least not
at the scale of 10−4) for the preference alignment prediction task.
Note that, in the case where an improvement was seen, although the scale of the effect
appears small it is clear from the previous graphs that this is not merely due to statistical
variance. For example, Figure 4.8, clearly shows that the decrease in error between Friend-
Predict and SocialCluster-FriendPredict is due to the increasing the number of clusters.
On TrustMF, results are more tightly grouped and there is quite little appreciable
difference between experiments. As this system is more conceptually complex than MTR,
it is difficult to interpret exactly why this might be the case. Interestingly, the best
performing task for MTR is the worst performing task on TrustMF. Clustering does not
have a positive effect in these experiments, and in the SocialCluster-FriendPredict task
actually seems to harm the performance. Our early experiments with this recommender
system (presented in Figure 4.6) suggested that there might be more interesting differences
between approaches, but this was not the case in these final results. We speculate that
because these earlier results were computed using different techniques to select Yelp users
(randomly selecting 10000 users versus our final strategy of selecting all 30000 users with
more than 20 reviews submitted), the underlying distributions of ratings may have been
different enough to cause this change.
4.5 Conclusion
In this work, we evaluated the effect that personalization via clustering had on the accuracy
of a trust link prediction task. We accomplished this by predicting novel trust links on a
data set of Yelp users and measuring accuracy of these predicted trust links via a down-
stream item recommendation task.
Our results confirm the results of earlier work, showing that the option of predicting
novel trust links results in better performance than using the explicitly stated trust links for
the recommendation task. Further, our results show a small but consistent improvement
in recommendation accuracy when clustering is used to determine groups of similar agents
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and distinct trust prediction models are learned for each group of agents with the MTR
recommender system (e.g. Figures 4.8 to 4.11). We showed that this improvement was not
simply the result of the fact that more classifiers were trained, as randomly splitting users
into groups does not improve accuracy nearly as much as the clustering technique does
(Figure 4.12). While our early results with TrustMF inspired confidence, and we hoped
to see more dramatic improvement in recommender accuracy from these experiments, the
final results show that, while consistent, the improvements in accuracy from the procedures
outlined here are small. We will comment on ways these techniques could be improved,
and potential avenues for future work, in Chapter 6.
In addition to the experiments with personalization (which explored multiple approaches
for clustering users), we produced a comprehensive MFTM solution, combining techniques
from the literature with novel features. We also make clear the applicability of MFTM
to social networks. We experimented with predicting two types of trust links: explicit
friendship (the FriendPredict experiments) and implicitly stated preference alignment (the
PrefPredict experiments) and evaluated the utility of the predicted links derived by our
methods, using two distinct trust-aware recommender systems. We found that the pre-
ferred target of trust link prediction can vary with the desired use-case: it was not clearly
preferable to predict friendship links or preference alignment links. On the MTR system,
which already strongly considers user preference alignment, our experiments performed
better when predicting friend links, while on the TrustMF system predicting preference




In this chapter we compare the solutions we developed in Chapters 3 and 4 to similar
works, drawing out the differences and similarities between them. We start by presenting
a case study of a recent social network message recommendation system that inspired our
work, explaining how our two works are related. Then, in an effort to widen the scope of
consideration, we outline two fields of significant research aimed at applying trust models
to social networks which differ significantly from our own: message recommendation and
information diffusion analysis. We follow this by comparing the main topics of our two
works (quantifying discussion outcomes, multi-faceted trust models and personalization)
to similar works. Finally, we engage in a discussion regarding recurring challenges in the
trust modeling research field.
5.1 Case Study of BayesTrust
BayesTrust [68] (see also [67, 64]) is a recent multiagent trust-based message recommenda-
tion system that filters messages for a particular agent based on the advice of other agents
in the network. The goal of this system is to save the time and attention of social network
readers by reasoning about which messages will be most beneficial to them, and filtering
out or flagging messages which do not appear to be beneficial. This system is modeled
as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) that considers one message
at a time in a purely episodic manner. The POMDP is formally defined by a tuple of
parameters: (S,A,O, T,Ω, R, γ, h).
• S: The state space for a message, defined as {good, bad}
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• A: The action space for the agent, defined as {accept, reject, elicit advice}
• O: The set of observations associated with actions. In this work, the accept and
reject actions always result in a nil observation, while requesting advice results in
a tuple (r,m, c), where r is the rating a peer has given to the message, m is the
similarity that peer has to the recomendee, and c is the credibility of the peer.
• T = Pr(s′|s, a): The transition function for message state given the current state
and the chosen action.
• Ω = Pr(o′|s′, a): The probability of seeing observation o given action a is taken at ti
and the state at ti+1 is s
′.
• R : S × A → R: The reward function representing the utility of each state-action
pair for a particular agent.
• γ: Reward discount factor.
• h: Horizon (finite or infinite).
For this work, T is an identity function on states (i.e. T (s′|s, a) = 1 iff s′ = s and 0
otherwise), as a message’s potential utility for a recomendee (good/bad) is not expected
to change as time goes on. R could be defined differently for each individual, allowing the
system to implement some level or personalization by reasoning based on the recomendee’s
sensitivity to risk (e.g. for some users seeing a harmful message is more upsetting than for
others). In actual experiments only one reward function was used, where requesting advice
was always a positive utility action (so long as it was possible). While it is conceivable
that some situations might warrant imposing a cost for soliciting advice (e.g. if advice
is overwhelming and time is limited), the chosen reward function causes the agent to
repeatedly request advice until all advice was exhausted before making a decision to show
or hide a message. As one would expect, showing a good message or hiding a bad message
resulted in positive reward, while hiding a good message or showing a bad message resulted
in negative reward.
While the system as proposed is purely episodic, it is suggested that the observation
function Ω could be learned offline with a supervised technique or online using a reinforce-
ment learning technique (e.g. by eliciting the feedback of a user after a message is shown to
them, determining if they really think the message is good or bad1). User specific reward
1Note, this would only allow feedback to be collected in the case where a message is shown.
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functions could be implemented in a similar manner. It is suggested that O can be signif-
icantly expanded in future works, incorporating (for example) features of the underlying
message and its author.
Given this POMDP formulation, the system reasons about the expected utility of show-
ing a message to a user, by repeatedly requesting advice from the peer network, iteratively
updating the belief over the state of the message.




Where bt is the belief that the message is of the given state at time t. After advice from
the peer network is exhausted, it is straightforward to reason about the expected utility of
either showing (recommending) or hiding (rejecting) the message from the user:
EUshow = b(G) ·R(show,G) + b(B) ·R(show,B)
EUhide = b(G) ·R(hide,G) + b(B) ·R(hide, B)
where b is the belief that the message is either G, good or B, bad (i.e. the product of the
probabilities of seeing the observed sequence of advice given the underlying state, according
to Ω) and R is the reward function that encodes the reward of showing or hiding good and
bad messages respectively. A user will be shown the message only if EUshow > EUhide.
We were heavily inspired by this work, and sought to replicate some of its best features
while filling in some of its missing pieces. Sardana’s principled Bayesian approach supports
predictions of trustworthiness of messages in social networks based on any parameters
chosen to be modeled, but he examined in most detail the scenario where the observations
are ratings, credibililty of the rater and similarity of the rater to the user. The idea is
that over time certain combinations of values for these observations either strengthen or
weaken the belief that the message is worth showing to the user. Sardana mentioned two
significant steps forward that could be taken from his work. He suggested that modeling the
trustworthiness of authors of messages would be valuable to incorporate into the reasoning
(perhaps helping to inform the priors of his Bayesian approach), but acknowledged that to
date he had focused on modeling only the raters of those messages. He also believed that
personalized recommendations could be achieved by allowing each user to have a distinct
reward function: some users may have different sensitivities or tolerances with respect
to trust and distrust. But in his experimentation, he opted to select a uniform reward
function for all of the agents.
In our works, we have sought to provide tools to help fill in these gaps. The personalized
trust approach we presented in Chapter 4 gives an example of how a trust model can be
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applied to a social network and implement personalization, while the experiments with
quantifying discussion outcomes in Chapter 3 provides a new tool for understanding the
effects of an agent’s interactions in a conversational social network; this then provides
insights into the trustworthiness of the author.
Therefore, we see our work, while quite different, as inspired by and extending many
of the ideas presented in this model.
5.2 Applying Trust Models to Social Networks
In this work we spoke at length about the difficulties that emerge in applying trust models
(traditionally defined over marketplace-like domains) to social networks. In particular, the
project described in Chapter 3 was specifically targeted at improving the applicability of
trust models to social networks, by developing a new method of quantifying the outcome
of a discussion. We also argued that, of the trust models we surveyed, multi-faceted trust
modeling was among the best candidates for applying to social networks, as we expect
the expression of trust in these complex environments to depend on many factors, and a
solution which can flexibly integrate these factors and be adapted to the peculiarities of
specific social networks is desirable.
However, our works are not the first to approach this topic, nor have the views we’ve
expressed here summarized all avenues of approach towards this problem. In this section,
we briefly summarize two popular approaches to the analysis of trust online: message
recommendation and social graph analysis.
5.2.1 Message recommendation in social networks
In addition to BayesTrust, significant work has been done in a message-recommendation
context (e.g. filtering the message feed on a user’s home page) where inter agent trust is
considered an important feature. Message (e.g. posts, comments, status updates, tweets)
recommendation is a considerably different task than content (e.g. movies, music) recom-
mendation, as the authors of a messages in social media contribute new messages extremely
frequently, in quick reaction to each other, and the content of messages is expected to be
highly correlated with the author’s opinions.
For example, an approach specifically aimed at social networks is the Learning Object
Annotation Recommender System, (LOAR) [12], which models which agents have good
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histories of submitting quality comments on educational material online. This system
combines global and local information (e.g. overall popularity and subjective opinion)
to determine which messages are best to present to students. While the system relies
primarily on the number of up-votes and down-votes a comment receives to measure its
authors’ success, the integration of personal rating history and weighting of votes by voter
reputation makes it much more sophisticated than a mere measure of popularity. A notion
of innate user credibility (e.g. applicable to professors and TAs in a learning environment)
was added to LOAR in [65], enhancing the system’s ability to deal with popular rumors and
folklore. This notion gestures towards a tension between what the masses believe is true
and what authorities define as true, a concept with connections to interesting philosophical
and practical considerations, which we will discuss in Section 5.4.3.
5.2.2 Graph analysis and social ties
Many approaches to modeling trust in social networks have focused on the social connection
graph and examining information diffusion dynamics, often excluding an analysis of other
attributes of agents and their interactions.
For example, in Tong et al. [76], information defusal analysis is used to model the
spread of rumors and misinformation online, a critical application for trust models in social
networks. This work also proposes counter-measures in the form of an approximation
algorithm for determining where in a network to seed factual information in order to
increase the odds of halting the flow of misinformation. A similar approach is explored by
Shao et al. [73]. These approaches limit their scope of attention to the flow of information
through the network, and particularly which nodes certain information (e.g. known hoaxes)
passes through.
In Seth et al. [72] the message recommendation task is approached with a significant
social graph analysis, including clustering the social graph to find communities and esti-
mating the credibility of communities. This work also implements insights from sociology,
attempting to tag links in the social graph as either strong or weak ties (based on the
extremely impactful 1977 paper by Granovetter [30]). This work performs well on real
world data, implementing a recursive definition of author credibility that could be applied
to a moderately sized data set.
In our work, little attention is given to the explicit social or implicit information defusal
networks that exist in social networks. In Chapter 4, we focused on predicting novel links
in the network, under the assumption that there are many possible trustworthy partners
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for network participants that they are simply unaware of, while in Chapter 3 the network
of social connections was not considered.
5.3 Similar Works
In this section, we compare our works in Chapters 3 and 4 to works that take on similar
topics and with similar inspirations.
5.3.1 Outcomes of discussions
In Chapter 3 we proposed an approach to measure outcomes of discussion starting com-
ments by attempting to quantify the qualities of a discussion starting comment based on
the replies to that comment. Other works have been done to quantify the quality of online
discussions, although not always in a trust modeling context, and rarely by examining
entire discussions. We believe our work is the first that attempts to predict the presence of
anti-social behaviour in a discussion starting comment solely on the basis of how that com-
ment was replied to (for discussions of an arbitrary depth and branching factor) making it
somewhat difficult compare the work directly.
In Brennan et al. [7] an SVM trained on lexical features of text comments is shown
to perform better than chance at predicting well received comments on the social link
sharing site Slashdot. While our approach does include analysis of lexical features, we
take a significantly different route from this work by focusing on the text in reactions to a
comment rather than the comment itself. Further, we expand our analysis to predict the
presence of multiple types of attributes of a discussion starting comment.
Choi at al. [15] created a comprehensive statistical analysis of conversations on Reddit,
invoking many of the same concepts as our works. They focused on discovering correlations
between discussion size, text difficulty and document relevancy in discussions, revealing
some correlations between them, and expanding their analysis to consider multiple com-
munities. While this work is highly relevant to our own, its focus is largely on describing
relationships between relatively anodyne qualities of comments, rather than attempting to
predict the types of bad behaviour we are interested in. The authors propose that the re-
sults of their analysis are useful for network administrators to better describe the qualities
of the discussions in communities.
Liang [46] build a regression model to predict the scores of comments on the /r/Techsupport
subreddit, based on features such as discussion size and depth and various attributes of the
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discussion participants. Like in our work, they consider features on the individual comment
level and on the basis of sets of comments. Their analysis is more heavily focused on the
social connections between the various discussion participants, and finds strong statistical
evidence of an association between these features and comment score outcome. They do
not, however, consider any features extracted from the text of comments.
5.3.2 Multi-faceted trust modeling
Our work in Chapter 4 was heavily inspired by the works of Mauro et al. [50] and Fang
et al. [22]. All works have a similar structure: they propose a multi-faceted trust model
and test it on a recommendation task on a data set harnessed from a site with item rating
component. We sought to extend these works by combining the best features from each
of them while testing the effects of a personalization step. In particular, Mauro’s work
developed a large set of trust indicators on the Yelp data set, while Fang’s work proposed
a smaller set of relatively generic indicators that could be used on the Epinion’s data set.
In our work, we combined these indicators when testing on the Yelp data set, with the
goal of achieving a more comprehensive model of user to user trust formulation. While
Mauro’s work proposes a large number of trust indicators, it does not seek to weight the
importance of those indicators in a data driven manner: they instead experiment by taking
a non-weighted average of a subset of the indicators. Like in Fang’s work, we have used a
logistic regression to find weights for these indicators that fit the data set, believing this
method to be a more principled approach to the problem. In Fang et al. [22], the authors
included the modeling of distrust, using the distrust links in the Epinions data set. We did
not attempt to replicate this; however we did some preliminary investigation of Epinions
data in order to expand the environments examined under our approach. Conceptually, the
approaches taken to personalize recommendations we undertook on the Yelp data would
be easily transferable to this data set. See Section 6.2.2 for more details.
The concept of clustering users before learning weights for trust prediction, as a method
of personalization, was proposed parenthetically in Fang et al. [22]. Our work in Chapter
4 was largely conceived as a test of whether or not this suggestion would indeed increase
the accuracy of trust prediction.
We acknowledge as well that other trust modeling researchers have promoted the in-
tegration of different facets. For example, the trust-based reasoning for vehicular as-hoc
network (VANET) environments [52] examines experience-based, priority-based, role-based
and majority-based components, in order to provide a richer basis for decision making in
this setting. With our work, we specifically focus on how to weight the different factors
under consideration, and also on identifying a useful set of trust indicators.
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Another work which has relevance is that of Gilbert and Karahalios [27]. While not
an artificial intelligence paper, the authors present a multi-faceted statistical analysis of
the factors which affect tie strength between pairs of users in social media. They found
that a set of 74 variables collected from a the Facebook accounts of participants could be
used to predict, with high accuracy, the answers these participants gave to survey questions
designed to model social tie strength with their friends on Facebook (e.g. “How comfortable
would you feel asking this person for a loan?”). This work presents strong evidence for the
notion that trust (i.e. as an aspect of a strong social tie) can be predicted between agents
based on relatively simple data extracted from interaction history on social media.
5.3.3 Personalization
Given the subjective nature of trust, it is clear that accurate trust models need to in-
corporate some level of agent-specific personalization. It is feasible to model reputation
or popularity without such personalization (as these metrics do not depend on individual
opinion2), but not trust. However, given the sparsity of data in most networks, the cold
start problem3, and computational limitations, it is not typically feasible to give each agent
a completely distinct model.
Our approach to personalization in Chapter 4 was to determine clusters of similar users
and learn trust link classifiers on the basis of these clusters. This approach was suggested
by Fang et al. [22], but other approaches have been attempted in the trust modeling space.
The Personalized Trust Model developed by Zhang and Cohen [87] can be seen as an
extension of the Beta Reputation System [38] that computes both a private and public
trust factors for integrating the advice of some other agent. An agent’s private trust fac-
tor is based on the similarity in advising behaviour between the trustee and the truster,
while the public trust factor is based on how similar the trustee’s advising behaviour is
to average advising behaviour (similar, but not identical, to the Competence trust indi-
cator proposed in [22]). The final trust prediction for some truster-trustee pair is then
a weighted combination of the private and public trust factors. This weighting is based
on the overlap in the number of common items the truster and trustee have advised on
(rated), thus giving higher weight to the private trust factor when there is more basis for
comparing the two agents directly with respect to past behaviour. Effectively, this system
implements personalization and attempts to solve the cold-start and sparsity problems
2See Appendix A
3That is, the problem of giving personalized recommendations to a user who has just joined the network
and has not expressed any beliefs, opinions or preferences.
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by implementing generic predictions under uncertainty about individual preferences, and
offering progressively more personalized predictions as more data becomes available. How-
ever, their formula for assigning weight to personal and private trust factors is basically
a heuristic, as the settings for appropriate error and confidence bounds are not derived in
a data driven manner. Our work attempts to implement personalization in a data-driven
way, by identifying clusters of similar users and learning their trust formulation procedures
at a cluster level4.
Stereotype trust suggests that a group of users meeting the definition of some stereotype
can be expected to behave similarly, and thus trust can be reasoned about with respect to
the stereotypes rather than with respect to individuals. Stereotyping induces a partitioning
of users, not dissimilar from our introduction of clustering in order to enable personalized
solutions for users. Stereotype trust has often been used to help with cold start problems
for trust-based recommendation [8] and some recent effort has focused specifically on how
best to represent these stereotypes in order to perform efficient processing [23]. In con-
trast, we view the clusters that are identified as being the avenue for supporting differing
recommendations to users, and derive these groupings based on data analysis through the
network.
The usefulness of stereotypes towards improved trust modeling has been examined by
other researchers who may also derive benefit from examining our data-driven methods.
The StereoTrust Model developed by Liu et al. [48] implements personalization by allowing
each agent to define its own grouping function for partitioning the set of other agents via
stereotypes. For example, an agent may decide to stereotype based on stated interest,
location, seniority, etc. This is intended to model the subjective assumptions humans
apply in every day life. The agent then uses a trust estimation function (again, inspired
by the Beta Reputation System [38]) to reason about their trust with respect to groups





b is then computed as a weighed average of the trust
⇀
a has in all the
groups that
↼
b is a part of. Thus, by partitioning the set of agents in the environment
into groups and reasoning about trust with respect to these groups, the data sparsity
problem is reduced. However, it is unclear how the cold-start problem is alleviated by this
system. This system implements personalization by allowing each agent to specify its own
stereotypes, although in practice it’s not clear how this information would be elicited from
real users. This approach relies on the notion that members of a group will act similarly,
4Fleming [25] also proposes a progression in user modeling from assumptions about general users to
ones about individuals but they also suggest an intermediate phase of learning more about groups, via
stereotypes. Our consideration of clusters fits well within this vision.
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but by allowing individual agents to define groups arbitrarily, the usefulness of this notion
is under a certain strain. Without the ability to statistically analyze large amounts of
data from the environment, it is unclear how individual agents could be expected to create
stereotypes that define groups which actually have some cohesiveness of behaviour. In
their actual implementation, stereotypes were implemented based on rating similarity, so
no agents actually had an opportunity to specify their stereotypes, and in practice this
solution turns out to be a complex approach to reach the same end goal as, for instance,
clustering users based on rating behaviour (as we have done).
With respect to our clustering approach to personalization, it is worth noting clustering
based approaches have been used in other contexts for trust modeling. For example, the
StereoTrust model above uses stereotypes to ultimately clusters users such that they can
be treated similarly [48]. Clustering has also been used as the basis for trust models,
for example, clustering based on behaviour in order to distinguish between honest and
dishonest reviewers [2, 18, 47].
5.4 Challenges in Trust Modeling
In this final discussion section, we change focus significantly, surveying a number of im-
portant challenges that concern the trust modeling field, and especially the application of
trust models to social networks. Our hope is that this section will inspire reflection on
what has been done and what is to be done.
5.4.1 Data availability
A persistent difficulty in applying trust models to social networks has been in finding
appropriate data set and evaluation procedures. Most previous attempts to apply trust
models to real social networks have relied on networks that included a significant content
rating component, such as Yelp, Epinions, and FilmTrust. As explained earlier, these
networks are attractive primarily because of the ease of harvesting objective test sets from
the data extracted from them. How to tell if two agents should really trust each other?
Simply check the correlation between the ratings they have given to content - if it’s positive,
they should trust each other.
This advantage has led to some undesirable effects: Epinions and FilmTrust have been
defunct for over a decade, yet these data sets are still commonly used because of this
advantage, and the most popular social networks of the day (Facebook, Reddit and Twitter)
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are often ignored because of their lack of a significant content rating component. Of course,
these modern networks share some of the blame: in the wake of the Cambridge Analytica
scandal, many networks may be loathe to share data, even to academics, for fear of new
scandals being unearthed.
This trend of using old and well-trodden data sets, which we have followed in Chapter
4, unfortunately represents a weakness which is common in the trust modeling and in many
fields of AI more broadly: a lack of interest or resources for interrogating actual users of
systems. As a foil to this trend, we note the work of Gilbert and Karahalios [27], where 35
participants were recruited for the experiment. The authors had access to the data that
the participants agreed to share with them - it was not necessary to convince Facebook
to produce a data set for the researchers. After the statistical analysis, a qualitative
analysis was performed to help contextualize the errors in the system by interviewing the
participants. Cooperating more closely with the users of online social networks in this way
will likely be impactful for future trust modeling research.
5.4.2 Filtering vs flagging
In this thesis, we worked under the assumption that once trust models had identified
agents whose content is trustworthy (e.g. they appear to produce content which induces
good outcomes for the consumers of that content), then their content should be made
more visible to those users who benefit from it. This is usually phrased positively, i.e.,
“if an agent is trustworthy then we might recommend their content”, but it is interesting
to also consider the negative phrasing: “if an agent is not trustworthy, then we might
not recommend their content”. While in a strict logical sense agreeing to the former does
not imply agreeing to the latter, both properties are likely to be considered desirable in a
message or content recommendation system: promoting “good” content and discouraging
“bad” content. This negative formulation shows that, in essence, we plan to filter content
from the view of users. Under a critical lens, what we call filtering here might just as
easily be called censorship. This points towards an important question that needs to be
considered by the trust modeling community, especially when these systems are applied
to content recommendation tasks. To what extent should content that is expected to be
untrustworthy be hidden from a user’s attention? Does this hiding of content rob users
of agency? If so, how can agency be put back in the hands of the users of the system?
We call the unifying tension underlying these questions the “filtering vs flagging” problem:
whether information that probabilistic models deem to be untrustworthy be completely
hidden from a user (filtered), or presented with a warning or additional context (flagging).
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While we have argued that some level of content filtering is basically necessary in
large social networks in order to deal with content overload, there clearly exists a tradeoff
between strict filtering and strict flagging. A strict approach to filtering potentially saves
time and resources for users and protects them from objectionable content, but potentially
leaves them with little control over what information they are shown and puts them in the
a state of “unknown unknowing”: not even knowing what content is out there that they
don’t know about, as the system does not make it clear which content is being removed
from their attention. A strict approach to flagging potentially empowers users to make
their own decisions about which content to trust and educates users about the true nature
of discourse on the platform, but could lead to information overload and expose users to
extremely objectionable content. In light of this tradeoff, it is worth further discussing
potential approaches.
For example, consider hashtags on Twitter. Hashtags are short words or phrases pre-
ceded by a # character which are used by the authors of tweets (short messages on Twitter)
to indicate that their tweet is referencing some topic or idea. Users can search for tweets
that use a particular hashtag, effectively partitioning the tweets on the site into implicit
topic forums. These hashtags often consist of multiple English words without spaces or
upper case to delimit them, and can be difficult to parse unless one knows the context
that they refer to. When a new hashtag begins to be used, it is not always clear what the
hashtag refers to, even to human readers.
Since multiple hashtags are often affixed to a single tweet, and since multiple ideolog-
ically related hashtags are often used by the same author, it should be possible to find
the closest neighbors of a relatively new hashtag by developing a distance measure based
on tweet-level and author-level co-occurrence, especially for hashtags related to politically
charged issues. This information could then be used in a number of ways. For users who
express a dislike of an old and well known hashtag, e.g. #lockherup (a reference to the
phrase “lock her up” and used to express dislike of Hilary Clinton during the 2016 Ameri-
can election), we could consider authors and tweets which make use of hashtags which are
close neighbors of that old hashtag to also be less desirable to the user.
But should this new content which is closely related to undesired content be hidden
from users? This would constitute a strict filtering approach. Perhaps simply exposing the
relationships between hashtags to users could allow the users to make informed decisions
about the content they are viewing. By informing a reader that a new hashtag appearing
in a tweet, e.g. #qannon (a reference to a complex right-wing conspiracy theory), is a close
neighbor of #lockherup, the user could make an informed decision about whether to trust
the opinions of the author. This information could be exposed by simply allowing a user
to see the top-n closest neighbors to a hashtag by hovering over it with their mouse, or by
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appending the information to the tweet. This approach has the advantage of offering the
user critical information in a timely manner that is only accessible via a complex statistical
analysis. It is also empowering, giving the user the agency to engage critically with the
content and decide for themselves whether to trust the content or not.
Whether or not users have the attention and desire to deal with such information is an
open question, and it is likely that a balance between filtering and flagging will turn out to
be the most useful. For example, information that is deemed likely to be untrustworthy for
the average user could be presented to an individual user with a warning or extra context.
Once the individual expresses their own feelings towards the content, this feedback could
be incorporated into a personalized filtering algorithm. This personalized approach to
filtering, which uses flagging to elicit individual preferences, could potentially strike a good
balance: preserving the time and attention saving benefits of filtering while giving the user
agency to choose which types of information are filtered out for them.
5.4.3 Top down vs bottom up
The potential for individual users to decide which information is trustworthy to them,
which may be quite different from what is trustworthy to the average user, gestures to-
wards another major tension in trust modeling: who decides what makes content/agents
trustworthy?
We have stated multiple times that trust must be treated as a subjective phenomenon,
and this poses little problem when the context of trust is limited to relatively private inter-
personal interactions where subjective preferences impose no reasonably likely externalized
consequences. For example, if a buyer in a marketplace prefers low quality goods and long
shipping times, there is very little practical or moral ground on which to criticize their
preference, and it is not too controversial to propose that a trust model should be able
to learn which kinds of sellers are likely to be trustworthy for that buyer. In a market,
we expect that agents have the right to express their preferences by engaging in mutually
beneficial, private transactions, and getting in the way of this expression is contrary to the
beliefs of many. The situation is more complex when the interactions between agents are
public and have the potential to cause external consequences. For example, if a reader in
a social network prefers content that presents racist and hateful rumors as fact, there are
realistic reasons why outsiders might oppose the idea of a trust model learning this user’s
preferences and acquiescing to them. For example, third parties may believe that the very
existence of racist rumors is immoral and damages social cohesion, or they might be con-
cerned that the reader will become radicalized or desensitized by their media diet and that
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racist ideation will creep into their every day behaviour. In this case, the preferences of the
user are potentially in conflict with the public good, and it is unclear that the individual
user has a right to express their preference.
These examples are illustrative of the tension that emerges in the “top down vs bottom
up” problem. We use the term “top down” to refer to the types of processes where law
makers, administrators and public thought leaders are given the power to decide which
content and behaviour is acceptable or not, and the term “bottom up” to refer to the
types of processes where users, employees and citizens decide which content behaviour is
acceptable. As in the last subsection, it is clear that there is a tradeoff that exists in
prioritizing these approaches. Further, it is clear that both the “filtering vs flagging” and
“top down vs bottom up” problems are issues which, while important concepts to grapple
with in the design of trust modeling systems, have broad applicability and occur in many
spheres of public life.
Both projects described in this thesis take a “bottom up” approach to trust modeling.
We harvest data of user activity and use machine learning to approximate functions which
describe, in aggregate, how users react to anti-social content and formulate trust. In
general, we have not imposed notions of acceptability or factuality as determined by outside
sources. In Chapter 3, we conjectured that it would be useful to detect when agents were
engaging in anti-social activity, presuming that under a reasonable definition of anti-social
activity this behaviour was undesirable and could be integrated into trust models in order
to discourage this behaviour. However, were these detectors integrated into a trust model
like the one proposed in Chapter 4, the decision of whether users who routinely engaged
in anti-social behaviour would be more or less trustworthy than average users would be
driven by data, and would not necessarily reflect our presumption.
Further, as we mentioned, in Chapter 3, the detectors for anti-social behaviour do not
assume that the reactions from other users are always negative or offended. While we
guess this may be the case on mainstream communities, in fact we are searching for any
association between user reactions and anti-social behaviour. Therefore, were this process
repeated on data harvested from extremist communities, it is entirely likely that the system
would learn that, for example, hateful speech is associated with praise in the reactions from
the community. We argue that this is not a specific weakness of our approach, but is in fact
a weakness inherent in taking a predominately bottom up approach. Without an outside
authority to define what kind of behaviour is and isn’t acceptable (i.e. top down approach),
the definition of unacceptable behaviour is entirely a posteriori and thus dependent on what
sort of behaviour is in fact accepted in the community in question.
In Chapter 4 we investigated what effects personalization of trust modeling could have
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on a recommendation task. It is worth mentioning that personalization is a defacto bottom
up operation. Weighing the preferences of an individual against the good of the community
(or the stated definitions of acceptable preferences by administrators), is an inevitable issue
when taking any approach to personalization.
These issues acknowledged, we can briefly add that top down systems are also plagued
with issues: the bureaucratic nightmares that have grown out of corporate HR departments,
university administrations and national governments of all stripes can attest to this. While
it may seem odd to attempt to deal with the concept of anti-social behaviour without
explicit definitions, we note that the definitions of many controversial topics, including
hate speech, pornography and racism, are so vague that human experts, judges and juries
routinely spend weeks at a time attempting to determine whether particular instances
fit the stated definition. Under this light, it seems absurd to expect that an automated
reasoner, especially one bearing current technological limitations, could reason effectively
based on top down definitions of these controversial topics.
An awareness of this tradeoff, and the tremendous difficulties which lie in both ap-
proaches, is a critical issues to be kept front of mind in trust modeling and content rec-
ommendation research. The methods we have developed in this thesis are designed to be
self-contained algorithms which can be provided to any party which has the data at hand,
in order to reason about trustworthiness and anti-social behaviour.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Summary
In this thesis we considered the problem of improving the experience of users on social net-
works, particularly with respect to content overload and the propagation of untrustworthy
information. We argued that a trust modeling approach could be appropriate for social
networks and could be used to enhance message recommendation systems. We then out-
lined some of the issues involved in applying these models as they currently exist. Firstly,
the outcomes of interactions between agents are difficult to quantify on social networks,
and secondly, the types of trust models that can be applied need to be highly flexible,
capable of capturing many different kinds of data, and personalizable.
In response to the first problem, in Chapter 3 we proposed an approach to quantifying
the outcome of online conversations by training machine learning models to recognize the
responses to anti-social behaviour on discussions on Reddit. This system is unique, in that
it completely ignores the observable behaviour of an agent when trying to reason about
whether or not that behaviour was acceptable, instead focusing entirely on the reactions
to that behaviour1. Our results show that even when only incorporating a modest amount
of lexical features and metadata features from a discussion, negative score polarity and
the presence of hateful terms in discussion starting text can be predicted with surprising
accuracy. We then outlined how these trained models could be used to develop a metric
1We note again, that the purpose of ignoring the comment text is simply to verify the importance
of responses - later in this chapter we will propose hybrid models that consider both comment text and
responses.
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signifying the effect a user was having on the community. This metric could then be
implemented into a flexible trust model, like the one described in the next chapter.
In response to the second problem, we argued that a multi-faceted trust model was
ideal for application to social networks. This is because the multi-faceted model can
incorporate arbitrarily many signals from the agents and their environment into a data
driven model of how trust is apportioned by agents in an environment. We argued that
this flexibility was a key feature, as it allows the model to adapt to many different kinds
of social networks. In Chapter 4, we designed a comprehensive MFTM and applied it to
a large data set, including multiple new features and features proposed in previous works.
We experimented with personalizing the predictions generated by a multi-faceted model,
by clustering similar users and learning distinct models for each cluster of users. We argued
that although this approach is not “truly individualized” personalization, a data driven
model like MFTM imposes a tradeoff between the number of users a model is learned for, as
smaller numbers of users will have less data available to train classifiers with. We showed
that this approach can lower error rates in a downstream trust aware recommendation
task.
Both works, although aimed at different problems, fit in to the general goal of making
trust models more applicable to social networks. Indeed, these works could potentially be
combined in a follow up work, as the outputs of the system developed in Chapter 3 could
be used as a trust indicator in a personalized multi-faceted trust model.
Finally, we compared our works to similar works, and engaged in a discussion regarding
ongoing difficulties in the trust modeling and message recommendation space.
Our contributions can be succinctly summarized as follows:
• Developed a novel syntax for describing the workings of trust models, and showed
how a number of influential models can be described using this unifying syntax.
• Identified two critical challenges that emerge in applying trust models to social net-
works: quantifying event outcome and personalizing trust prediction.
• Proposed a novel method of quantifying discussion outcome, by relating the reactions
of conversants to identifiable undesirable behaviour. Showed accuracy above 70%
on two tasks: prediction of a negative score and prediction of hateful terms in a
discussion starting comment.
• Evaluated a clustering based approach to personalization on a large data set, showing
a consistent improvement in error rates when predictions were applied to a down-
stream recommendation task.
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• Presented a discussion of three major issues of practical and philosophical importance
to future trust modeling and message recommendation research: the data availability
problem, the filtering vs flagging problem, and the top down vs bottom up problem.
6.2 Future Work
Finally, we present a number of avenues for future work based on our works.
6.2.1 Expanding on Chapter 3
The work we presented with respect to quantifying the outcome of discussions on Reddit
can be extended in a number of ways.
For example, it would be useful to consider a larger data set. Our experiment used data
collected from comments submitted to five popular subreddits over the course of a single
month in 2016. While this was a large amount of data to filter through, much of it was
removed from analysis for not being written in English, or for not having generated inter-
esting discussions. Further, certain types of behaviour are simply rare - such as engaging
in hateful dialogue. In our data, we only found about ten thousand comments that had at
least one n-gram from a list of hateful speech n-grams, and many of these were probably
not truly hateful when context was taken into account (see Appendix B). A larger scope
of data collection would help to find more examples of such rare behaviour, and also to
increase the accuracy of predictions.
Similarly, a hand labeled data set would likely be extremely helpful and increase accu-
racy on all tasks other than the score polarity prediction task (as the labels for this task
were defined unambiguously in the data). As our labels for hateful content were generated
through a process with a large degree of error, it is surely the case that many false positives
entered the data set. It would be helpful to take the set of comments that had a likely
hateful n-gram in them and have human annotators decide if these comments were really
engaging in hateful dialogue. Similar considerations apply to the profanity and sentiment
prediction tasks, which fared the worst of our experiments. The examples in Appendix B
show that our approach can indeed identify many instances of complex hateful dialogue,
but our recall and precision scores show that a large number of false positives are also
flagged. A hand labeled data set would allow us to get a better picture of this systems
effectiveness. An excellent starting point would be to consider the data set of human
annotated Globe and Mail comments produced by the SFU discourse lab [42].
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Another interesting modification to the data set would be to consider multiple Reddit
communities distinctly, as well as other discussion sites. One advantage of this project
is that it uses very little of the features which are specific to Reddit in its design. As
we’ve mentioned, the tree-shaped discussion style is now common on many social media
sites, meaning this procedure could be applied to these services. On Reddit itself, there
are an extremely diverse set of communities, including some where extreme views are
commonplace. It would be extremely interesting to train anti-social behaviour classifiers
like the ones we’ve described here on mainstream and extreme communities, and examine
the differences in feature importance and output.
Similarly, it would be useful to consider applying these techniques to communities other
than those found on Reddit. As we’ve pointed out, we’ve based most of our features on
the tree-shaped discussion structure (where the requirements are that discussions can be
of arbitrary length and it is unambiguous who is replying to whom). This structure is
supported by most large social networks now, including Facebook and Twitter. Both
services also contain a notion of a score (Likes), although unlike on Reddit these scores
can only be positive (thus some adjustments may be required when implementing our
approach).
The concept underlying this project could remain unchanged while upgrading many as-
pects of the machine learning based approach. Besides making use of a multi-layer (“deep”)
neural network for prediction, this project did not make use of the recent advances in the
field of deep learning to improve its feature extraction and embedding procedures - offering
many avenues to remove researcher bias from the process and allow design decisions to be
driven by data. For example, the set of features extracted from comments were created
by hand, and some of them were based on the outputs of error prone classifiers. It would
be useful to explore using a text embedding system to represent each comment based on
a un-biased picture of its text content (something as simple as a bag of words approach
could accomplish this), rather than on a hand-picked set of extracted features. Similarly,
the procedures used to aggregate these features across sets of comments were very simple
and no doubt lost a great deal of subtlety and structure present in the discussion. A ma-
chine learning model that can handle graph input would be ideal for learning aggregations
of node features. For example, we are currently investigating applying a Graph Attention
Network [80] to this problem - a type of neural network which can learn how to attend
to the features of neighbors in a graph, enabling effective aggregations of features from
neighbors to be learned in a data-driven way.
Another approach would be to consider a hybrid model, combining the outputs of a
model that examines community response (like our own) with a purely NLP based model.
Recent NLP based hate detection works have demonstrated very high accuracy on curated
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data sets (e.g. [5]). Since the focus of our work was to demonstrate the effectiveness of
examining community responses, we set aside a deeper analysis of the natural language.
Having demonstrated this, we believe that hybrid models would represent a very promising
path forward.
Finally, as we’ve stressed repeatedly, the outputs of the classifiers proposed in this
section should be integrated into a trust model. We re-stress that the motivation for this
project is to extract quantified outcomes of interactions between agents on social networks
in order to empower trust models to reason about the behaviour of agents. While we have
not taken this step yet, the outputs of our models can be integrated directly into a multi-
faceted trust model. The outputs of the model may also be useful for other applications.
For instance, this model could be integrated into a system which flags comments for review
by administrators, surfacing those comments whose responses are indicating they may
contain unacceptable behaviour. This system could also be useful in an active learning set
up, finding the comments which seem to have disrupted the community and passing them
to a set of human annotators.
6.2.2 Expanding on Chapter 4
There are a number of ways the project of personalizing multi-faceted trust predictions
can be extended.
For example, we spent considerable time in this thesis explaining the difficulties involved
in clustering points that represent agents in a social network. While the approach we took
was ultimately geometrically inspired, graph clustering algorithms could potentially offer
a better fit to this type of data. This is an especially attractive option, as the sparsity
of defined similarities between agents when considered geometrically is a major issue for
applying and accurately measuring performance of geometric clustering approaches. We
briefly experimented with the Markov Clustering (MCL) algorithm [79], however perfor-
mance (as we measured it) was not significantly improved on the social clustering task, and
somewhat worse when clustering by preference similarity. This can be because the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient’s notions of similarity, dissimilarity and neutrality can be expressed
easily in the geometric setting (i.e. as 1, -1, and 0 respectively), but can not be expressed
well in the MCL formulation, where only similarity and neutrality can be expressed. We
also experimented with hierarchical clustering methods, but found difficulty in tuning the
parameters in order to produce groupings with many moderate sized clusters. While these
particular approaches did not appear to be helpful in our experiments, we believe that
methods more amenable to this type of data may exist, or at least be good subjects for
future research.
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Two other challenges related to the clustering aspect of this work are finding new
methods of determining the optimal number of clusters (k), and considering other distance
functions. In this work, we ran the entire experiment from beginning to end (cluster,
predict, recommend) many times in order to measure the effect of cluster count changes.
This approach would not be feasible on larger data sets. It may be that certain heuristics
exist: for example, a minimum cluster size of 500 agents is enough to capture many dis-
tinct groups and will usually provide sufficient training data to train an accurate trust link
predictor for that group of users. Searching for new methods of determining k which are
more computationally tractable than an exhaustive search, or finding heuristics that can
guide this search, would be a useful and interesting research project. Second, we clustered
agents in this work on the basis of social circle overlap (Jaccard similarity of trusted users)
and preference similarity (Pearson Correlation Coefficient observed in train set ratings).
While we’ve argued that each of these are fairly natural metrics, it would be interesting
to explore new metrics, including those based on implicit preferences (e.g. browsing be-
haviour), categories of interest (e.g. types of items enjoyed), and other biographical factors
of the agents (e.g. geographic location, age). Each of these can plausibly be argued to be
indicative of some facet of agent similarity, which in turn may be correlated to similarities
in trust formulation procedures.
Our work does not consider dynamic changes in the network or agent preferences over
time. For example, our method did not consider agents who had no preference data
associated with them, that is, new agents joining the network. In practice, this could be
handled by simply assigning generic predictions for agents who lacked sufficient preference
data on which to cluster them. A periodic re-training of the models would also allow the
system to account for changing preferences over time. This dynamic process of agents
entering the network could be simulated for our experiments by leaving out a sample
of users from the initial processing, then adding them after clusters have been created
already. Our methodology for clustering should allow a moderate number of users to be
added to existing clusters based on existing distance measures. This would likely degrade
the performance of the overall solution over time, as the cohesiveness of clusters would
suffer by greedily assigning new users to the best existing clusters. The periodic retraining
mentioned above would then be applied.
Another area for possible expansion is in our use of the personalized cluster classifiers.
We did not learn a classifier for a cluster when that cluster had less than 1000 positive
examples of outgoing trust links and 100 agents in it. This step was taken to avoid learning
very inaccurate classifiers, but some of the classifiers learned still fit the data related to
the cluster significantly worse than a classifier trained on larger sample of random agents.
Therefore, it is worth exploring better ways of combining the “local” (cluster specific)
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predictions with the “global” predictions, similar to the procedure taken in the Personalized
Trust Model [87]. Perhaps the weight given to a local trust model could be based on the
difference in accuracy between the fit of that model to the agents it represents and the
accuracy a generic classifier would achieve for those agents. This way, local irregularities
could still be learned, but in cases where data is sparse, a little help from a generic classifier
can nudge predictions towards a more accurate final outcome. This approach could also be
taken to enable more “truly individual” personalization. For users with a large amount of
activity (thousands of friends and other users to compare preferences with), a single-user
classifier could be trained, and the results of this classifier combined linearly with a cluster
or global classifier, allowing truly individualized personalization, and a gradual ramp up
from generic to individual solutions as more data becomes available.
In our work, we excluded users from experimentation who had fewer than 20 reviews.
This filtering procedure was inspired by Mauro et. al [50], but it imposes certain biases
on the following evaluations. Under this procedure, only the opinions and activities of the
most active users are taken into account (only about 2% of Yelp users have submitted at
least 20 reviews). In our earlier experiments, we sampled users randomly, and the results
from this time tended to show a more dramatic difference between personalized and non
personalized approaches using TrustMF (e.g. in Figure 4.6). It would be valuable to
experiment with different procedures for sampling users from this data set.
There is also merit in examining how our model operates in other social networking
contexts. Epinions is a reasonable second case for us to explore, as it was also examined by
[22]. We conducted a preliminary study of Epinions data sets and noticed that the chance
of a randomly picked review score being 5 (the highest) is over 70%, while on Yelp the
distribution is much more spread out, with the highest probability being only 35% on a
score of 4. With this kind of bias in the data, we would expect even better score accuracy
on the score prediction task when applying our methods. It is also interesting to note that
Epinions users typically have fewer friends (trusted users) and that with Epinions users
submitting ratings to written text (rating others’ reviews), there is vastly more feedback
to examine. All of these differences may provide greater insights into the conditions under
which our model has the most value.
There may be additional challenges when examining other social networks. While many
recent projects in trust modeling focus on data from social networks with a significant item
rating component (as it is convenient to measure trust-aware recommendation accuracy
on a set of reserved ratings as a proxy measure for the quality of novel predicted trust
links), we acknowledge that many popular networks such as Twitter and Facebook lack
a significant item rating component. In cases like these, it would likely be necessary to
engage in a user study (like the one in [27]) and survey actual users whether the predicted
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trust links appeal to them or not. This work would be useful, especially if a data set can be
publicly released, as more data where preferences are explicitly indicated by users (rather
than inferred) will be a boon to future trust modeling research.
6.2.3 Addressing digital misinformation
Our work aims to improve online experiences by supporting distinct presentation of content
to differing users, achieved by reasoning about relationships with peers and the concept of
trust. Our concern with trustworthiness of content relates well to companion efforts devoted
to detect digital misinformation [17, 35, 85]. There is a spectrum of possible outcomes when
messages which are of questionable quality are shown to users, including special attention
in contexts such as healthcare where the consequences may be more troubling [54]. As we
have discussed in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, there will still be various options for actions
to take, once trust modeling has provided some insights into messages of concern. As our
work has drawn out the value of personalized solutions, the models that we have presented
should be flexible enough to support a variety of overall preferences with respect to final
outcomes. Integrating our proposed approaches directly into the larger effort aimed at
combating digital misinformation would be a rich area for future work.
6.3 Final Thoughts
We believe that, for better or for worse, the future of information sharing will be online
and it will be social. Institutional accreditation and verification of information appears
to be losing relevance in the minds of many online readers, and this trend may continue.
We can see this trend in the recent growth of groups which oppose childhood vaccination,
question the shape of the earth, engage in obsessive conspiratorial thinking, and reserve
the highest scrutiny for long-standing and well respected mainstream institutions. In this
thesis, we have suggested that trust modeling and message recommendation algorithms are
key components in improving the trustworthiness of information online. We’ve proposed
new methods to quantify the quality of discussions and experimented with methods of
personalizing trust prediction, as we believe these and related approaches will be valuable
for these ongoing efforts
Perhaps in the future, powerful governments and institutions will attempt to control the
spread of viral information in the same way they attempt to control the spread of biological
viruses today. This situation already exists to some extent in authoritarian states, but
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may become increasingly common in Europe and North America over the coming decades.
While this idea raises fears in many, it must be remembered that before the internet era,
the vast majority of information flow was indeed controlled by governments and large
institutions. Control over the flow of information has shifted dramatically over the past
half century: today, a single individual may have as much ability to spread their ideas
and opinions as a newspaper or radio station had 50 years ago, perhaps even more. While
this may appeal to lovers of free speech and the “market of ideas”, one must question to
what extent this environment has led to the rampant denials of scientific consensus and the
degradation of societal cohesion that appears to be increasing today. We suggest that not
all instances of institutional influence are an attack on the liberty of individuals, and that
open cooperation between groups (institutional and private) can indeed be productive in
balancing the needs and desires of individuals with those of society at large.
It is our hope that the tools we and others are building today will be of genuine value
to the good faith activities of responsible governments, individuals and institutions in
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Reputation, Popularity, Trust and
Credibility
In the trust modeling literature there is significant confusion over the use of the terms
reputation, popularity, trust, and credibility. It is not uncommon for these terms to be
used interchangeably (perhaps “popularity” less so) and to appear in papers without a
principled definition. Since all qualities are desirable in some degree when choosing a
partner for interaction in a multiagent system, the differences between these concepts
often get lost. Here we adopt definitions of popularity and reputation inspired by Garcia
at al. [26] and our definition of trust is inspired by Cho et al. [14]. It is useful to commit
to a clear definition of these terms. For some properties, it is useful consider the social
network in question as a directed graph, where nodes represent agents and edges represent
trust/interest/approval (any of these can serve as an edge, depending on the system being
modeled).
Popularity can be thought of as the in-degree of an agent’s node. That is, an agent
popularity is the raw count of how many other agents trust (or approve of, or are interested
in) them. On an online social network, this might correspond to how many up votes their
posts have gotten, to how many subscribers they have, or how many positive comments
their submissions receive.
Reputation can be thought of as a kind of recursive popularity. That is, a reputable
agent has the trust/interest/approval of a large amount of other reputable agents. While
a popular agent is at the center of a “star” of interested (but not themselves interesting)
agents, a reputable agent sits atop a pyramid of interest from other reputable agents [26].
Note how the notion of reputation is used differently in the terms “a reputable person”
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and “a person with a reputation for x”, where x is some behaviour. The former is the type
of reputation described here, while the latter is a description of past behaviour.
Credibility is the propensity for an agent to produce reliable information. An agent
is credible to the extent that the information they produce is not muddled by ignorance
or warped by malice. In the physical world, in addition to considering past history when
available, we apply heuristics and stereotypes to judge a stranger’s credibility (including
their education, social standing (popularity/reputation), job, personality traits, and sim-
ilarity to ourselves). These heuristics are not available in semi anonymous networks, and
measuring how frequently an agent produces reliable information is difficult. Nevertheless,
the term credibility is often used interchangeably with the term trust, as it is quite natural
that a highly credible agent is more deserving of trust. Since automated fact checking is
difficult, is it difficult to measure credibility directly online [86]. However, measuring trust
between agents under the context of producing credible information should be achievable,
given the trustees subjective notions of what types of information are credible.
Trust is a context-bound, subjective, directed belief between two agents. Agent i’s
trust in agent j is an indication of the former’s belief that the latter will act competently
and in accordance with the norms and expectations of a good-faith partner under the
context in question. Importantly, this trust usually implies i is willing to take on some
risk in their interactions with j under the given context. The item at risk may be simply
time and attention, but often financial transactions are considered as well. For instance,
in an e-marketplace context, a buyer’s trust in a seller corresponds to that buyer’s belief
that the seller will deliver the product on time, for the agreed upon price, in an acceptable
condition, etc.
One may think of “trustworthiness” as an expectation on a distribution over trust.
That is, an agent considered trustworthy under some context if a trust model (human
or machine) estimates it is more likely than not that trusting an agent will have a good
outcome.
While trust is subjective, being based on one agent’s belief in another, in online social
networks it can often be appropriate to model the network itself as an agent with goals
defined by the rules and purpose of the network. Thus, while an agent participating in
a social network does not have a ’global’ trustworthiness, it is appropriate to model the
trust that the network administrators have in that agent to conform to the norms of the




In this appendix we present a number of comments from our data set in Chapter 3 which
scored highly probable to contain hateful rhetoric based on the outputs of our random forest
classifier. Note that the comments in this section are highly charged. Although none of
them contain explicit racial slurs (such comments would likely be filtered out immediately
by Reddit administrators), clearly all of these comments are provocative, and likely incited
some kind of backlash. These comments show the interesting many types of provocative
behaviour our classifier can detect, as it is not dependent on actually understanding the
comment text, only the reaction to it. We compare the confidence that a comment is hateful
reported by our random forest classifier to the confidence that HateSonar [21] reports that
the comment is either hateful or offensive. Overall, these examples seem to show that while
our classifier can identify complex instances of racist or hateful text with high confidence,
it also tends to have high confidence about controversial topics. All comments printed
here are selected from the top 40 highest confidence hateful comments according to our
classifier.
No thats racist. Blackpeoplemeet.com is empowering and fresh but whitepeo-
plemeet.com is racist and exclusionary. Theres always a double standard for
white people. God forbid whites like whites just as much as blacks like blacks.
Random Forests Confidence: 93%. HateSonar Confidence: 68%
White people do score higher on IQ tests than blacks and hispanics though,
and OP referenced IQ, not intelligence.
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Random Forests Confidence: 93%. HateSonar Confidence: 56%
Of course I am. Any decent human being would be. Innocent people are being
raped, robbed and murdered by Muslims the world over, and people like you
are telling me to ignore it for the sake of politically correct nonsense ideas. No.
Now it’s time we finally acknowledge the problem. Now is the time we finally
stop listening to that ”religion of peace” smokescreen.
Random Forests Confidence: 92%. HateSonar Confidence: 41%
As a us-born white, our opportunities are fairly limited. low access to social
resources and higher education unless you can afford it. whites have the lowest
social mobility.
Random Forests Confidence: 93%. HateSonar Confidence: 59%
Europeans doesn’t seem to care about antisemitic provocations in their states.
This is getting ridiculous, and social justice warriors care more about Muslims
and Homosexual people’s rights. I guess, there is no hope left.
Random Forests Confidence: 93%. HateSonar Confidence: 36%
Spending other peoples money is a human right! Women should earn the same
as men regardless of their choices or qualifications! Homosexuality is a moral
good! We should encourage our children to be homosexual! Spanking your
child is abuse but cutting off his penis and putting him in a dress is progressive!
Hormone blockers are a human right! Replacing white people in the nations
they built is important! Overrepresentation of a demographic in university
matters unless its women, jews, or black athletes! White people are inherently
evil unless they have a vagina! Black people burning down historic American
cities is good!
Random Forests Confidence: 92%. HateSonar Confidence: 79%
I expect minorities do enjoy some advantages. Do you think they outweigh those
of whites? Do you think they somehow prove ’white privilege’ is nonsense?
Random Forests Confidence: 92%. HateSonar Confidence: 66%
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Appendix C
Computation of Trust Indicators
One of the considerable challenges encountered in the implementation of the project de-
scribed in Chapter 4 was the computation of trust indicators between pairs of agents. The
trust indicator function Ψ(ai, aj) is expected to be computed for all ordered pairs of agents.
Of course, as there are O(n2) possible pairs of agents, this rapidly becomes a computa-
tional issue as the number of agents considered grows. In our experiments we worked with
groups of agents where |A| ≈ 30000, implying approximately 900,000,000 pairs - a large
but tractable computation on modern consumer hardware. However, the unfiltered Yelp
data set contains descriptions of 1,637,138 agents, and we can be assured that other large
online environments contains many millions of users. At this scale, the O(n2) computation
time becomes a serious barrier, and storing the trillions of resulting vectors for further
processing would likely be extremely costly.
However, it is not necessary to consider every possible pair of agents. For example, if
ai and aj have never interacted in any meaningful way and share no known interests – in
sum, we have no evidence of any way they might know or be interested in each other –
then it is likely safe to conclude, without any complex trust modeling, that they need not
trust each other. Further, we can conclude that the lack of a trust link between them is
most likely the result of ignorance rather than opinion. To analogize, the potential trust
relationship between a university professor in China and a wheat farmer in Canada need
not be explicitly modeled and computed if no evidence can be found that the two may in
fact share a communication channel or desire to interact in the future.
Thus a solution to the computation barrier presents itself: simply defining a neighbor-
hood function, N(a), on individual agents and only computing trust indicators and trust
predictions between pairs of agents in the same neighborhood. So long as computing N(a)
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is efficient, the execution time of computing all relevant trust indicator pairs then becomes
linear with a constant bounded by the maximum neighborhood size.
The definition of N(a) can be very liberal and still result in a substantial speed up. For
example, when computing trust indicators for the Yelp and Epinions data set, we used:
aj ∈ N(ai) ⇐⇒ |Rij| > 0 ∨ friends(ai, aj) ∨ friendOfFriend(ai, aj)
That is, aj is in the neighborhood of ai if they have both reviewed at least one item in
common, if they are friends, if they are friends of friends, or if they are friends of friends.
Applying this neighborhood function drastically reduces the number of pairs of agents




• A: The set of all agents in an environment where a trust model is deployed.
– ai ∈ A: The i’th agent in the environment. Actual agent ordering is undefined:
subscripts are used simply to identify and differentiate agents.
–
⇀
a : An agent acting as a truster.
–
↼
a : An agent acting as a trustee.
• E: The set of all events in an environment where a trust model is deployed.
– ei ∈ E: The i’th event in the history of the environment. An event, e, is a
tuple composed of one or more agents, a context c and an outcome o. That is,
ei = 〈a1, a2, ..., an, c, o〉. An event represents an observable action or interaction
among agents.
– c or con(e): The context of an event. As trust occurs in the scope of a context,
it is necessary to distinguish between varying contexts of events. Contexts can
be arbitrarily complex, and differ by domain. In many domains, there is only
one relevant context.
– o or out(e): The outcome of the event. The space of possible outcomes differs
by domain, but a ranking or ordering based on desirability is expected among
elements in the space of o.
–
↼
te(e): The agent(s) acting as a trustee in event e.
–
⇀
tr(e): The agent(s) acting as a truster in event e.
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• T : The abstract “trustworthiness” function. This is ultimately what trust models aim















aj under context c.










• f̂ : x → ŷ: The approximation of a function f : x → y learned by some machine
learning based classifier.
• Ψ(a1,2 ): an application specific vector of trust indicators describing the individual
and relational evidence for and against trustworthiness between a1 and a2.
• Γ: the user-user trust matrix.
• Ri: the set of items that agent ai has reviewed.
• Ri,j: the set of items that agents ai and aj have both reviewed.
• Ij: the set agents that have reviewed item j.
• rij: the score given to item j by agent i in their review.
• 1(cond): The indicator function, equal to 1 when cond is true and 0 otherwise.
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